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t h a t Liberty

everywhere

Beil s t r i v e s t o g i v e f r e e r e i g n t o i d e a s , f o r u l t i m a t e l y it is i d e a s w h i c h

rule t h e w o r l d a n d d e t e r m i n e b o t h the c o n t e n t a n d s t r u c t u r e of o u r W e s t e r n culture.
W e believe t h a t w e c a n a n d will c h a n g e o u r s o c i e t y for the better. W e d e c l a r e
o u r l o n g - h e l d v i e w t h a t n o i n s t i t u t i o n o r g o v e r n m e n t c r e a t e d b y m e n , f o r m e n , is
inviolable, incorruptible, and not subject to evolution, c h a n g e , or r e p l a c e m e n t b y
the will of tile p e o p l e .
To this w e d e d i c a t e o u r lives a n d o u r w o r k . N o effort will be s p a r e d a n d n o
i d e a w i l l b e a l l o w e d t o g o u n e x p r e s s e d if w e t h i n k it w i l l b e n e f i t t h e Thinking

People,

n o t o n l y of A m e r i c a , b u t the entire w o r l d .
G e o r g e P. D i e t z , E d i t o r & P u b l i s h e r

EUROPE'S FUTURE
What is portended by recent events i n Russia and Germany
is a problem of the first order. A t this writing, only two things
are certain:
• In the U n i t e d States, the boobs w i l l suffer, and probably suffer excruciatingly;
• In Europe, the only t h i n g that matters is the future of
Germany, w h i c h the Jews' savages sundered into three
parts i n 1945. The merging of two of those parts now
seems assured.
Readers of this periodical, I am sure, will have paid no atl;ention to the flood of effervescent hogwash about a "failure of
Communism" and a "victory for democracy" that inundated the
press and the electronic show-box. That was for the boobs.
There has been no significant change i n Europe, within or
outside the Soviet Union, just as there is no significant change
i n an opera when one soprano is replaced by another.
The ascent of Gorbachev to the post, of general manager in
the Soviet was naturally saluted with the usual fanfare about a
"mellowing of the regime" etc. ad nauseam. Needless to say,
that was just another performance of the farce that has been
periodically staged since 1918 to convince suckers that the Communist regime was becoming civilized. One variation of the performance, staged separately or with the other, is designed to give the
impression that the Jews are losing control of their Soviet colony.
1, Even a veteran intelligence officer, Commander Riis, was deceived in
his old age when he slipped aboard the ship that brought Ki-ushchev to
this country for a song-and-dance act in the United Nations. Riis, who
spoke Russian fluently, succeeded in interviewing agents of the Russian
secret service disguised as simple sailors, and he believed their assurance that Krushchev, who was almost certainly a Kike, was a "real Russian" who was putting the international vermin in their place. Cf. The
Enemy of Our Enemies, p. 76. n. 24.
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It was not really surprising, therefore, that the first indication of a change of possible significance after the adveiit of
Gorbachev was the toleration of a Russian nationalist movement called Pamyat, which, i f not a device for identifying and
eventually liquidating potential opposition, suggested a shift i n
internal policies to utilize the racial and national loyalty of the
Russians, as Stalin had done.^
P a m y a t has always asserted that '"Zionists" (the evasive word for Jews that has always been tolerated and
even promoted i n the Soviet) were responsible for the
overthrow of the monarchy and the descent of R u s s i a into
feral barbarism. N o w the head of the P a m y a t movement is
quoted as saying t h a t the Jews (there's the honest word at
last) engineered the r e v o l u t i o n of 1917-18 to destroy R u s sia, murder the more civiHzed part of the population, and
enable the world's vampires to feed on R u s s i a n blood w i t h out fear of i n t e r r u p t i o n . H e observes that a l l the sub-best i a l creatures who have r u l e d R u s s i a d u r i n g that
barbarism, from L e n i n to B r e z h n e v (real name, Garbanski) were Sheenies, w i t h the p a r t i a l exception of Stal i n . E v e n today, the overwhelming majority i n the R u s s i a n
Academy of Sciences is composed of Y i d s , who, w i t h their
fellow tribesmen i n other state institutions, are responsible for the " m o r i b u n d state" of scientific studies. It has
been a l o n g time since such facts could be publicly stated
i n R u s s i a . (In 1979, Professor V a l e r y Yemelyanov, who
had dared to state a few facts about Y i d s i n a private memorandum t h a t was stolen b y the ever vigilant parasites,
was s u m m a r i l y fired from his academic position and tortured i n a "psychiatric hospital.") O f course, the Sheenies,
b y automatic reflex, i n s t a n t l y began to scream that m i l lions of God's precious masterpieces were about to be
stuffed into gas chambers, just as i n their great hoax.
The toleration of Pamyat was complemented by arrangements for increasing numbers of Sheenies to flit to the United
States to join their millions of fellow tribesmen i n battening on
2. Cf. Liberty Bell, November 1988, pp, 8 ff.
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the American boobs,^ Some observers prematurely conjectured
that Gorbachev was exporting the godly parasites to clean up
his country, and indulged i n the specious hope that our race
might eventually be defended by the Soviets, whom the Americans, as directed by their masters, had labored so hard for so
long to maintain, subsidize and equip.
It is just possible that Gorbachev, with the permission of his
masters, acted to reduce the pervasive corruption of society that
always accompanies Jews, and disintegrates effective administration under any form of government. There are said to be
175,000 millionaires i n Soviet Russia, most of them, no doubt.
Kikes who became wealthy by the theft, bribeiy, and smuggling
of which Semis and others who came to this country openly
boasted, making simple-minded "conservatives" rejoice at "free
enterprise" i n a Communist country."^^
The present farce was, of course, planned i n detail long
before it was made public for the benefit of journalists who are
proud they knew how to spell 'glasnost.' Six years ago, i n 1984,
Anatoly Golitzyn, who defected from the Soviet espionage and
terrorist agency ('KGB'), predicted "a false liberalization i n
Eastern Europe, with reforms so dazzling that the West will be
incapable of retaining a consensus [he thought there was one!]
in favor of a strong defense." The reforms were specifically to
include elimination of barriers between the western and eastern
thirds of Germany, and a "coalition" government in Poland.
Preparations for the big show were doubtless under way
when Golitzyn defected, and selected Sheenies were being
groomed for their roles as "anti-Communists" and "champions
of democracy," ready to take over from their Communist kinsmen when the star performers, Gorby & Bushy, came on the
3. The number of poisonous parasites now in this country is unknown.
They provide statistics that are naturally deceptive, in keeping with the
instincts of a race that lives by deceit. A Jewish admission that there
were twenty-three million of them battening on Americans by 1920, before the great influx that came when the Germans tried to clean up
Germany, may be an inadvertent admission of fact or just another canard.
4. See Liberty Bell, November 1984, pp. 1-8.
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stage of the Jews' world-theater, bowing to the applause of
simpletons. Attentive observers have noticed that in all the''"liberated" satellites of the Soviet, from Poland and Hungaiy to
Romania and Bulgaria, the "new" regimes are run by Kikes,
although their front-man may be a stupid or venal native of the
country the invaders continue to hold in helpless servitude.
The figurehead in Washington, first Ronnie and then
Bushy, held meetings with Grorbachev of the kind the press
likes to call "summit," at which, in addition to general jollification and an exchange of diriy stories, the two managers^ or
their crews doubtless coordinated their roles in the comedy that
was to be played for their subjects, perhaps principally for the
Americans.
They arranged for the Masters of Deceit to use their
Holohoax racket to extort money from the inhabitants of the
part of Germany the Americans gave to the Soviet, thus supplementing the loot now taken from the western third of the unfortunate nation. According to the official statement by Dietrich
Granow, Consul General of the westernfi-agmentof Germany,
the Sheenies had, by January 1988, used their Holohoax to
extort from those Germans a total of seven trillion, three hundred and ninety billion dollars ($7,390,000,000,000.), and, of
course, the vampires are continuing to suck the blood of the
hated Aryans there. They will now shakedown the unfortunate
inhabitants of the eastern fragment with the same rapacity. No
one, so far as I know, has even tried to calculate how much the
Sheenies have, by use of the same crude fiction, extorted from
the equally hated Americans, who were their thoughtless tools
in wreaking vengeance on the Germans for tiying to have a
country of their own.
Then, with a burst of fanfare from the orchestra, came the
glorious "liberation" of the Soviets' satellite states in Eastern
5. Lawrence Patterson, in his well-known financial periodical, Criminal
Politics, identifies Gorby and Bushy as "regional governors," ser%dng
under the supervisory direction of Super-Sheeny Kissinger and David
Rockefeller. Whether the latter holds so exalted a rank may be doubted.
Kissinger has frequently been identified as the satrap apparently
charged with governing the United States.
4 -
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Europe, and gullible Americans felt their cockles grow warm as
they imagined that the populations that had been oppressed by
the Communists were about to enjoy all the blessings of American
"democracy," such as color television, football games, political
games by ranting politicians, gasoline-driven go-carts, cocaine, nigger rapists, "AIDS," and lifelong servitude to usurers.
The head of a labor union was given some official recognition in Poland. Americans who had not noted the significant
fact that Walesa had been made a hero by the jewspapers, imagined that he had attained his new position without the permission and encouragement of Gorbachev. A photograph,
published in Candour, March-April 1989, showing Walesa being
petted by David Rockefeller, told the whole story and should
have made the coming play clear to anyone who thought about
it, even if he did not know that Walesa is surrounded and manipulated by Jews.
The progress of "liberation" in the various satellite states is
illustrated by what happened in Romania. The Judaeo-Communists discarded their faithful servant and Bush's counterpart,
Ceausescu, a worn-out tool, with as much compunction as you
feel when you throw away a broken pair of pliers or a worn-out
typewriter ribbon.^ He was replaced by another of the same
6. In the Chalcedon Chronicle, the publication of the most intelligent
group of Calvinists, a fairly accurate report of what the vsriter had seen
on a visit to Romania (which, however, written by a pious man, naturally covered up for God's darlings), was followed by an authoritative
explanation of the fall of the Communists' stooge, Ceausescu: that happened because the Christians i n Romania got down on their knees and
begged old Yahweh's famous scion to help them. The writer seems unaware of the obvious corollary of his explanation; either (a) the Romanians, having suffered the horrors of Communist rule for forty-five years,
didn't think of yammering to Jesus until this year, or (b) old Jesus was
drunk or busy or hard-hearted and didn't pay any attention to all those
pleading votaries for forty-fiye years and then suddenly woke up, had a
whim to have mercy on them at last, and stealthily planted i n some
Communists' minds a lust to liciuidate Ceausescu. If neither (a) nor (b)
is true, then it follows that Jesus had nothing to do with what happened, and (c) praying to Jesus for forty-five years was wasted effort
because there is no one up there i n the clouds. Now tell me how a mind,
not otherwise idiotic, could fail to see that simple and obvious logic, and
you will have explained Christianity.
Liberty Bell / August 1990 - 5

kind, who had the advantage of being comparatively unknown,
and who is using the secret police to suppress the great threat
to the new democracy posed by the Romanians v ho are antiCommunists, manj' of whom imprudently exposed themselves
in the demonstrations that preceded the disposal of Ceausescu,
The new boss, Uliescu, may be a Romanian or part-Romanian
thug, but his second i n command, "Premier" i n the government, is, for the first time i n recent decades, admittedly a Y i d .
And, needless to say, the enemies of mankind still have their
slimy claws about the necks of the Romanians, and their new
tool has obviously been charged with liquidation of the unexpectedly large opposition that exposed itself A t latest reports,
the secret police are hunting down "subversives" who do not
sufficiently revere the race that Yahweh created to afflict mankind. Also needless to say, the great "democrat," Uliescu will,
like Ceausescu, be petted and honored i n Washington and subsidized by Bush's tax-paying animals. Plus ga change, plus c'est
la mime cliose.
This, you may be sure, is the drill for other satellites, with
insignificant local variations. Visitors to Budapest are impressed by the sudden abundance of merchandise i n the stores,
and do not notice that Hungary's surplus i n trade with Russia
was simultaneously converted to a deficit, which the
Hungarians or, more probably, the Americans will have to pay,
sooner or later. A n d , needless to say, a fresh crew of God's O w n
is running the show,
A notable exception to the "liberation" over which
Gorbachev presides (with a grin and a wink to Bushy) is the
Balkan states,^ and especially Lithuania, on which Gorby has
7. That, no doubt, is the unstated reason for the apprehension, that the
tyranny of Uliescu will prove to be even more ferocious than
Ceausescu's, expressed by the former American Ambassador to Romania, David Funderburk. See the interview excerpted in Christian News,
9 July 1990.
8. Oddly enough, there was an "illegal" request for independence from
Latvia, where Latvians are now a small minority. The educated and
responsible classes were tortured and murdered by the Bolsheviks in
1940, and the greater part of the remaining Latvians were crammed into
boxcars and shipped to towns in the Ural Mountains, where the des6 -
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used the most ruthless economic pressures and threats of militaiy action to repress the desire for "independence" that he
beatifically encouraged elsewhere. Varioue reasons are alleged,
but the real one is discernable only after the smoke screen is
blown away. The mq'ority of Lithuanians are so bigoted that
they do not worship the sacred Sheenies, and some of them are
even so impious as to remember how those godly folk cheered
and aided the Bolshevik invaders when they massacred civilized
and educated Lithuanians i n 1940, That is why the Yids officially demanded that Lithuanians believe the Holohoax (and, no
doubt, submit to the usual extortion) as a precondition for
Gorbachev's entertaining their request for self-government.
The public relations experts i n Moscow are groaning about
the "disastrous economic plight" of the Soviet, thus making
simple-minded "conservatives" prate joyously about the beauties of "free enterprise" and the capitalism that has them by the
throat with its teeth on their jugular veins. The major purpose
of the act became apparent when Bushy ordered the exportation' of massive amounts of the dwindling resources of his
American subjects, ostensibly to finance and encourage the new
"democracy." Mountains of American wheat are being exported
to the Soviet at the expense of the tax-paying animals i n this
country, since the wheat is subsidized and so sold to the Soviets
for much less then Americans would have to pay, and the rest is
paid by loans, which will be guaranteed by the American serfs
and so eventually paid by them, (A second purpose of the exportation may be to exhaust American reserves of wheat i n storage,
i n preparation for the glorious time when American farmers
must feed the whole world and, like their LFkrainian countercendants of the few survivors still live. Mongolian savages were brought
in to rape the remaining Latvian women and thus improve the genetic
stock of the country. When the Germans occupied Latvia after they
countered the impending Bolshevik attack on Germany in 1944, many
of the murdered Latvians were exhumed from mass graves, and a cinematographic film of the corpses, many showing evidence of atrocious
torture, was shown in the United States. Americans were not interested, because the extermination of Latvians was not "genocide," which
is the crime of displeasing Jews.
Liberty Bell j August 1990
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parts, themselves starve to death on the land from which the
harvests have been confiscated for humanitarian purposes"!)
It suffices to note that the January issue of Criminal Politics reported the official statement by Procter & Gamble, manufacturers of toothpaste, soap, and the like, that 60% of all their
export trade was with poor Russia, where there must be a large
demand for such wares. And since the company is not a charitable institution (except when it pays taxes), the exports which
form so large a part of its business are obviously paid for by
Russia's "faltering economy." Mr. Patterson identifies the economic propaganda, including, according to his sources in his
June issue, a fake "May Day" parade with well-orchestrated
heckling by well-trained protesters, to make simpletons ready
for massive "economic aid" and a "Marshall Plan" to "restructure" the dear Soviets' economy, while Russia is secretly preparing to issue a gold-backed ruble for Americans, who will at
la^t want to have money, after the present dollar bills have been
bailed up for "recycling" to save the paper in them.
The only really noteworthy event was the migration of
masses of Germans from the eastern to the western third of
what the barbarians left of Germany, culminating in the
breaching of the famous wall in jBerlin and the opening of the
border between the two thirds.
Needless to say, those events were not a "spontaneous uprising" as the buncombe in the American press tried to make
'the boobs believe. It was about as spontaneous as the Anvil
Chorus in a performance of II Trovatore. When that chorus was
first heard, -however, I doubt that critics in the audience were
able to foresee the denouement of the opera's plot, which was
known only to the impresario, his staff, and the actors he had
rehearsed.
In the eastern fragment of Germany overage actors were
summarily retired and abandoned to whatever fate awaited
them. They were replaced with younger thugs from the same
old i^hg. The creature called Honecker, of uncei-tain lineage,
was replaced by a Kike named Gregor Gysi, but most of the
8 -
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leading parasites in eastern Germany blossomed out in new
clothes as "anti-Communist" and "champions of democracy."
There were a few contretemps. The orchestrated protests
got out of hand at times, and, for example, a Sheeny lawyer
named Wolfgang Schnur, long celebrated as the valiant defender of dissidents from Communist rule and probably already
groomed for the office of Premier, was exposed as a spy for the
secret police, to whora he betrayed even his clients. All of the
three "reform parties" scheduled to compete with and neutralize each other in coming elections, refused at first to investigate
the retired thugs, but finally yielded to popular demand so that
they could better cozen the voters when the time came. And it
is reported that a Jew was so indiscreet as to boast publicly that
a merger of the two fragments of Germany could take place
only with the gracious permission of his predatory race.
The excerpts from the German press published (in translation) in the weekly propaganda sheet of the Embassy in Washington show that at least the newspapers quoted prated about
irrelevancies and were but little better than American
jewspapers, One thing that seems certain, however, is amalgamation of two of the three parts of the mutilated trunk of
Germany. This may even lead to replacement of the foul government now headed by a Sheeny, Kohl, and a deserter and
traitor, Weizsacker, by a more German government, though
scarcely by a really patriotic one.
The probable political consequences of the suturing of the
two fragments of Germany will be considered below.
Before we discuss the true import of the events staged by
Gorby & Bushy in Europe, we must define the forces involved.
In each of the countries concerned, a prime mover of popular discontent was nationalism, the sense of forming a nation.
Now a nation is a natio, a group of persons who are racially and
ethnically so closely akin that they could be described (as they
were in Antiquity) as all the descendants of an eponymous ancestor. And given the territorial imperative of mammalian life, a
nation must claim a specific territory as its own. It can admit to
its territory a few metjcs, who are respected and regarded as
Liberty Bell / August 1990 -
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visitors, or large numbers of aliens who are regarded as genetically inferior, mere subjects and preferably slaves of the citilens.
When there are racially or ethnically distinct enclaves
within a nation, e.g., Hungarians in Romania, Poles in Russia,
or Jews anywhere, there is certain to be trouble.
Under the delusions engendered by the Christian superstition, the concept of nationality was generally falsified in Aryan
lands, and a nation was identified, not by racial homogeneity,
but by birth in the nation's territory. Where this stupid sham is
generally accepted, as in the United States, where the American
boobs even accept niggers, Jews, and Indians as fellow "Americans," the nation ceases to exist and, as Professor Andrew
Hacker pointed out years ago, becomes a geographical name for
territory inhabited by incompatible and secretly or openly hostile races, and certain to disintegrate into chaos before long. The
Americans proudly advertised their country as a dxxcnping
ground for the world's anthropoid refuse, and they have carried
their fatuity so far that they now cannot escape the consequences of disregarding and defying the forces of nature.
Europeans are not yet so stultified, and their future depends on frank recognition of racial realities.
We must, above all, understand what we mean by 'Communism.' It has long been a convenient designation of the deadly
force that destroys our nations and civilization, but it is not to
be identified with a particular "ideology," such as the gospel of
Mordecai, alias Karl Marx, which seems now to be becoming
discredited and may in future years persist only, in the great
majority of Christian churches, which have accepted the Marxian Reformation, sometimes called "the social gospek"^
The destructive force that was commonly called
'Communism' or 'Bolshevism* in the recent past consists of
three analytically separable elements or layers of subversion:
(1) When the Jews invade a nation's country,, usually in the
9. It is noteworthy that the power of Illiescu, the present butcher in
Romania, depends in large part on the Romanian Orthodox Church,
which, like most churches in the United States, sold out and was converfedl td Marx's gospel decades ago. See the interview cited in Note 7
supra.
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guise of godly folk persecuted by the unrighteous rest of the
world for their piety, they, by racial instinct, intend first to
defile, and then to destroy the nation. A conspiracy of Jewish
leaders is well described in the famous Protocols, whoever wrote
them, but to speak of a racial conspiracy of Jews is as nugatory
as to speak of a conspiracy of termites.
One principal technique of the invaders was described by
one of their noted agitators, Apthecker, in a moment of indiscreet candor: they find groups of the inhabitants who can be
isolated by something they have in common, e.g., niggers or
factory workers or even females, convince them they are oppressed by the rest of the nation, excite their greed and vanity,
and thus reduce the nation to a congeries of groups passionately fighting each other and sooner or later resorting to violence that makes the disparate elements irreconcilable. One
contingent of the invaders subsidizes and promotes every racially deleterious vice the infected nation can be induced to
tolerate. The usurers go to work to,fasten economic chains on
the hapless people, promoting international wars, civil wars,
and every kind of internal discord to make the victims' governments borrow from their domestic enemies, and also vending to
individuals baubles and playthings that the feckless purchasers
cannot afford and so obtain on usurious terms. Other contingents attack every spot of potential weakness in the national
fabric. Many of the invaders, especially in the early stages, become Marranos, professing conversion to whatever is the
victims' dominant religion, always squeaking about "human
rights," with the mental reservation that, as is said in their
Talmud, only Jews are human.
10. The,original occupation of part of Palestine by the Jews is best explained by the Jews' great apologist, Philo Judaeus: when the tribes
came to Canaan as enemies of the people they intended to destroy, the
stupid Canaanites invited the supposedly godly folk into Canaan, and it
was only after the Jews had set up their ghettos and synagogues that
they took over the country, doubtless by inciting the Canaanites to destroy themselves i n internecine wars. Old Yahweh, it was believed, had
so befuddled the minds of the Canaanites that they permitted Jews to
enter their country.
,
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The invaders always create or capture two opposing economic or political systems, such as Communism and Capitalism,
and use one to undermine the other, until the vexed nation falls
into the claws ot the predators, as when the Soviet regime was
established in Russia, financed by Jewish capitalists in the
United States and other Western nations. It must be understood, however, that all such systems are merely devices for the
subjugation and destruction of nations. They are merely the
clothing the invaders choose to wear at a given time, and are as
readily changed as coats and ties whenever it seems expedient
to adopt a different disguise.
(2) Thugs and swindlers, recruited from the criminal elements
native to the country, serve as stalking horses and front-men
for the invaders and prevent recognition that the subversion is
primarily the work of the predatory race. Politicians and similar
accomplices are, of course, discarded whenever their usefulness
is diminished or they have made serious mistakes.
(3) A mass of native dupes of mediocre and less than mediocre
intelligence who believe the "ideology" that is used to recruit
them. In the modern world, this includes all the real Communists, i.e., persons who actually believe the drivel'promulgated
by Marx.,It may be taken as a firm rule that no believing Marxist ever attains a rank higher than that of a lackey. I have often
cited the incisive perception of a young American, Duane
Thorin, who, when he was long a prisoner in Korea, studied the
professional Communists who tried to brainwash him, and saw
that the upper grade of criminals had only contempt for subordinates who were so stupid as to believe in Marxism: "Intellects
that failed to see through the falsities of communism were so
arrested that they were of only limited use in the totalitarian
state."•'^•'^ This expendable riff-raff can be kicked out or liquidated if it does not promptly change its faith when given a good
hint. But waste no pityon the "intellectqal" dsses.
We must keep the tripartite na.ture of the destroyers in
mind, if we are to understand the new fashions in clothing that
are now sported by some enemies of our race in Europe. As
11. A Ride to Panmunjom, Chicago, Regnery, 1956.
12 -
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Douglas Reed remarked, Jews are versipellous, and he was
often amused when, on a southbound express going over the
Brenner Pass, he saw Jews go to bed as Germans and arise in
the morning as Italians. Do not think it matters whether a Yid
is now clowning as a Communist, Capitalist, Conservative,
Anti-Communist, Nationalist, Evangelist, or in whatever other
guise suits his immediate purposes. His fixed purpose never
varies.
There is now only one major uncertainty, but it is a great
one; Have the stars in the Jews' current extravaganza, Gorby &
Bushy, like inept sorcerers, released forces that will get out of
control? Certainly the accumulated resentment in all the populations of the Soviet Empire, including even the Russians, is a
formidable and potentially explosive power that will effect drastic changes, unless it can speedily be diverted, fragmented, and
subdued by our enemies.
Americans who do not mindlessly venerate their strange
god's Chosen are apt to believe that Yahweh's supermen are so
superior intellectually that their devices are infallible. That is
not necessarily true. It is not impossible that the sudden change
of the mise en scene of their world comedy may prove to have
been a blunder.
The most optimistic evaluation of the present situation by a
responsible writer is the article by John Tyndall in Liberty Bell,
June 1990. You have read it, so I shall only comment on the five
developments that he regards as likely:
"(1)... The 'melting pot' that is the present United States
will dissolve in civil war and chaos, and a new nation will have
to be formed...that will correspond to ethnic realities."
This assumes the economic collapse of the society that the
boobs have made bankrupt and hopelessly insolvent, so that the
anthropoid vermin they have so blithely imported and cherished will turn on them. That is almost inevitable. Whether
there is still in^ the minority of thinking Americans enough
manhood and cohesion to wrest from the riotous rabble of
aliens, abetted by Aryan dunderheads, a territory for a new nation
is a question to which I dare not suggest an answer, ff there is not
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and Europe becomes resurgent, the ravaged territory can again
be colonized, perhaps more realistically and successfully.
"(2). Africa will...revert to European control." Thanks to the
epidemic African Plague ('AIDS'), that is almost certain, i/"Aryans become again a viable species of mammalian life.
"(3). Japan will be driven from her dominant position...by
protective measures against her exports." This is likely in any
event, since the Jews will never forgive the Japanese for understanding Jews, as was shown in the large number of books on
that unsavory subject published and widely read in Japan.
"(4). The European Common Market will disintegrate as a reality..." Certain, imless the several nations of Europe are destro}^.
"(5). Zionism, the most powerful single world force,...will
decline into one of negligible influence." That is surely a drastic
understatement. The hostes generis humani have elected a desperate struggle for all or nothing. They are supremely confident
that they now, after twenty centuries, have the hated Aryans by
the neck and can exterminate them slowly and with loving care
to ensure a maximum of suffering. But if ever they lose their
strangle hold, we may well see the glorious future that Marx
suggested as sucker-bait, a World Without Jews.
With so much commentary on Mr. Tyndall's admirable article, we may consider the crucial future of Germany. The union
of two of the three parts of that dismembered nation is now
assured, for all practical purposes, and the native energy of the
German people makes it certain that the new Germany will
dominate Europe.
The partial "reunification" of Germany could serve either of
two plans, videlicet:
(1) A n economic and then political rapprochement between Germany and Russia, thus, permitting the formation of a "democratic" coalition of Germany, the Soviet, -and Poland and the
other satellites to form a union, with the vast resources of German intelligence and technology at its disposal, in opposition to
the "United Europe" that is now being contrived.
(2)''The merging of "democratic" Germany, Russia, and its satellites in the "European Union," in which they would have the
14 -
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preponderant influence and become both subject to the "Western" variety of Judaeo-Communist rule and available for use
against that power's North American colonies.
Both plans must be attractive to the planners. The first,
while probably assuring the racial integrity of the Soviet states,
would make easy the economic ruin of the rest of Europe and
its eventual occupation by Soviet forces. The second plan would
merge Soviet territories into the "United Europe," with the
result that those lands, this far maintained more or less intact
racially, would be invaded by all the world's refuse, which
would have only to land anywhere in Europe and hasten to
defile the still racially virgin lands of the Aryans. This would
consummate the reduction of our race to the position predicted
in Jean Raspail's (Jamp of the Saints and its eventual extermination by mongrelization and massacre.
We need not wonder which plan will be chosen by the Chosen, if they are entirely free to choose.In all of the foregoing we have overlooked one crucial factor.
Gorbachev has at his disposal the largest, and despite its inefficiency, the most formidable fighting machine in the world.
The Soviet army has been purged of commanders who might
not be Gorbachev's enthusiastic tools,-^^ and the vast army's
12. The United States once had a formidable army and navy, but demoralized and, discarded it, preferring an uncohesive rabble,
honeycombed with females, niggers, mongrels, and punks, commanded
by nigger Generals and nigger Admirals, and fit only for victories such
as the Bush's treacherous assault on his partners in Panama and the
earlier triumphant occupation of a nigger-infested bump in the Caribbean. Any military power the country has left must reside in its nuclear
missiles, of which the efficiency is doubtful and which nitwits vnW constantly strive to sabotage to appease their bulimia for world peace-posh.
Even if our missiles are still opcarable, they are old and obsolete in comparison with any one of the three kinds of vastly more accurate and
more powerful missiles that Gorbachev is now manufacturing at an accelerated rate.
13. According to the authoritative newsletter of Jane's, the pubhshers of
the world's standard manuals of military information, fifty-nine Soviet
officers, from the rank of lieutenant to general, were murdered by the
secret police in 1989, and Jane's even suggested that the murders were
"ethnic," i.e., a purge of ra,cially loyal Russians.
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store of the most technically advanced weapons, from missiles
to aircraft and cannon, is being constantly increased, evidently
on a larger scale than ever. The navy is being correspondingly
strengthened and equipped for decisive action in any part of the
world.
According to reports that purport to be "leaks" from reliable intelligence services, but which we have no means of verifying, the Soviets are industriously installing electronic
equipment that will make their heartland, Russia, invulnerable
to American missiles by 1993, or possibly late in 1992. They will
therefore be in a position either to use threats or actually to
destroy some unwanted part of this country without fear of
reprisal, and thus force an unconditional surrender. Americans,
having repudiated all the ethics of war to please the Yids,
should know what will follow that surrender.
Obviously, Gorbachev is not a fool and a peace-lubber, and
the wishes of dim-witted Americans will not make him one. But
his prejiarations for war will be greatly accelerated by the billions the American boobs will be forced to contribute for "foreign aid" to the "distressed Soviets" and to "stabilize" the
glorious new democracy. According to latest reports, the Americans talked five European nations and Japan into endorsing
massive aid, both financial and in free agricultural products, to
poor, dear Gorby to help him with his "reforms," but the endorsements were probably given to egg on the American idiots to
their inevitable bankruptcy and destruction. Those favorite Communist instrumentalities for bleeding Americans, the International Monetary Fund and the World Bank, will probably do their
part, Wliom the Jews would destroy, theyfirstmake mad.
Anyway, it has been forty-five years since the last major
blood-letting of American boobs, and it is time for another, stimulated, of course, by lots of righteousness, as usual.
A good trick would be a war against the Semites in the Near
and Middle East, contrived by "poor little" Israel, which would,
of course, order its Americans to fight for it, while the Soviet,
with its now peerless fighting machine, would support the
"Arabs," and crush the Americans, occupying their country and
16 -
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teaching Americans how their German victims felt before they
were incinerated byfire-storms,as at Dresden, or done to death
by brutality, starvation and exposure, as in the savage
Americans' camps for prisoners.
There are some indications that war will be the preferred
solution, probably after 1993, if the United States has not collapsed in anarchy before that date.
In additioii to the swarms that stupid Americans will pay to
pollute further the country that once was theirs, swarms of
Yahweh's brood are being shipped into Israel-"-^ to help kick
more Palestinians out of their own country and eventually massacre the rest. The increment of Jews is being settled in a way
that is an arrogant and derisive defiance of all Moslem states,
which are losing the patience they have thus far exercised, and
may, in exasperation, try to restrain the Jews and their American serfs, despite the vast arsenal of nuclear weapons the
Sheenies accumulated in Israel while bleating about "world
peace."
14. See the letter by Professor Martin Brech in Liberty Bell, July 1990.
The authoritative Alliierte Kreigsverbrechen und Verbrechen gegen die
Menschlichkeit (available from Liberty Bell Publications, $18. postpaid)
was compiled shortly before the disgusting farce that preceded the murders committed at Nuremberg in violation of international law and the
sense of decency once innate in our race, for which the Americans, the
then preponderant military power, must bear the entire gravamen of
guilt. (It is. now likely that they will condignly suffer for their Jew-inspired crimes against mankind.) The horrifying record is continued i n
James Bacque's Other Losses ($30. postpaid). The Canadian author,
whose work was made possible by two American colonels, seems hostile
to the Germans; he had to pretend to believe the Sheenies' Holohoax to
avoid persecution by the scoff-law government of Canada.
15. I note in passing that the correct spelling of the trisyllabic word in
English is Israel, a derivative of Hebrew Y S F ' L , traditionally supposed to
refer to a tough Jew (Y'QB) who had a fight v/ith Yahweh and almost
beat up the old scoundrel, who won the bout by a wrestling trick. Christians, who think such a bar-room fight undignified for their deity, have
imagined several nicer meanings of the word, as can fee done etisily in a
language in which only consonants are written. The word may mean
(how appropriately!) 'the fierce god.' The regular derivative is Israelite.
If the current and improper trisyllabic pronunciation of Israeli is accepted, that word is written without a diaeresis and the ae has approximately the value it has in 'Gaelic'
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In January 1989 De Courcy's Special Office Bnef (which no
longer has the authority of his old Intelligence Digest, but may
still have some good sources)^'' reported that Russia and Germany had reached an agreement that Germany, in return for
"unification," would not only undertake to remain neutral in
any war between the So\det and the United States, but would
immediately arrest and imprison all American military forces
now on its territory. This provision would make Germany long
for such a war, for, although its present government is a pack of
traitors in the employ of the Yids, they know that Germans are
becoming restive at the continued presence (at their expense) of
a mob of uniformed niggers and drug addicts, who are communicating "AEDS" to German women who, corrupted by American-style "educators," become low-grade whores, willing to
copulate even with niggers.
The first of the possible plans for Germany I mentioned
above would best fit preparations for such a war, if it has been
scheduled.
If no such war is scheduled, the alternative plan would seem
best to fit the purposes of the hostes generis humani, because it
would simultaneously permit:
(a) The final liquidation of Russia and other nations, such as
the eastern half of Germany, which have, despite Communism,
remained essentially Aryan nations. If they become part of the
"United Europe" now being formed, they will share in its fate
as it isfloodedwith millions of pieces of biological garbage from
Africa and Asia to put the imbecilic Aryans in the graves they
dug for themselves.
Remember that Jewish practice invariably is carried out in
two stages: first defile and then destroy. And in the present
Communist countries, something has survived that has yet to
be destroyed, the race that Yahweh's Yids hate most of all.
(b) The resulting union would first be used to complete the
liquidation of the stupid Americans by simple economic and
financial pressure. The country is bankrupt and ruined, as is
almpst openly admitted in the lair of assembled Kikes, traitors,
17. Cf. Liberty Bell, July, September, and October 1986; March 1987.
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and thieves in the Capitol, as they add trillions to the national
deficit, even openly voting themselves more pay for more treason. When the United States is admittedly prostrate, the darling "minorities," denied their ever increasing demands, will
riot and begin to massacre the White boobs. Since the United
States no longer has an army (although that name is applied to
an armed rabble which could be used only against Americans),
there will be nothing to defend the boobs from the final consequence of their folly, Some, by subservience, may escape liquidation for a time, but only for a time, since the hatreds of which
their race is the object are unappeasable.
If what I have just described is what is planned, Europe, for
a time and until the Americans have been effectivety destroyed,
will be a much better place in which to live than the United
States, because it will be prosperous, not admittedly impoverished and ruined. It is quite likely that in those circumstances a
large proportion of the few Americans who have a modicum of
intelligence, have the means to emigrate, and the ingenuity to
escape from this country will seek refuge in Europe, a transfer
that will be facilitated by the "multi-national" corporations.
It is hard to believe that our rulers would forego the fun of
watching a military occupation of the United States comparable
to the Soviet occupation of I/atvia in 1940, but the objective for
which they have worked unremittingly since 1933, the unification of the United States and the Soviet Empire, could be attained less dramatically. Gorby, with the tacit assent of his
partner in Washington, is now calling for a "new world order,"
i.e., the "One World" that has been the Jews' lodestar for more
than twenty centuries. The drastic "credit squeeze" now in process through the banks, which are now all actually insolvent
and directly controlled by the Federal Reserve, will, as planned,
result in the bankruptcy of many businesses that are not yet
owned by Sheenies, and th(j burden of taxation, increased by
the new requirement to finance Russian expansion, will necessarily result in an economic collapse of uiaprecedented magnitude^
^
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It will then be easy for Bushy to invoke the famous "executive orders" and declare a "crisis," using his power to confiscate
bank accounts and even homes, and, although this is not specifically authorized in the existing orders (which supplant all
laws), proclaim the union of the United States with United
Europe, with Gorby as President and Bushy himself as Vice
President. In a time of total collapse, how many Americans
would protest—and be promptly liquidated, either before or
after incarceration in Gulags?
It is possible, of course, our enemies have some more subtle
plan, but the alternatives I have indicated seem to me at this
time the most likely. Neither bodes well for Americans, but they
long ago lost interest in their own future.

REVAMPED LIBERTY
In the 19208, the Chicago Tribune, then an American newspaper, decided to found a magazine that would compete with
Collier's, The American, and similar popular journals. A contest
to name the new publication was won by a man who suggested
'Liberty'. The periodical attained great popularity, enjoyed a
large circulation, and flourished for many years. I do not know
when it disappeared, but I have the impression that the
Tribune's magazine ceased publication quite some time before
Americans were stampeded into Europe to fight for the Communists and Jews.
A decade ago I saw one or two issues of a periodical that had
taken the name Liberty, but I was so little impressed by it that
I remember nothing of its contents. I have just been sent the
issue for May-June 1990, which is labeled Volume 85, No. 3, so
the journal evidently pretends to be a continuation of the
Tribune's old magazine.
Published bimonthly at 55 West Oak Ridge Drive, Hagerstown, Maryland, it is well printed, with a somewhat garish use
of color and oversize type for titles. It describes itself as "the
magazine of religious freedom," but I cannot imagine what impels a presumably large number of persons to pay $6.95 per
annum for it.
20 -
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The leading article is by Clifford Goldstein, "On the Withering Away of Marxism." We are assured, without even a shadow
of evidence, that dear Karl once had "a vibrant life-changing
relationship with Jesus Christ," but alas! he stopped vibrating
and therefore "missed the prime root of all man's problems, sin
and separation from God." So he scribbled Z^os Kapital to cozen
Christian suckers with his reformation of their old cult of uncontrolled imagination and pious denial of Nature, reverting to
the communism of early Christianity, which festered with the
hatred of civilization that has alv/ays inspired Jews and the
dregs of a mongrel proletariat.
Another soothsayer proclaims that "Real freedom must
be found in bondage to God." That childish paradox is consonant with the avowed purposes of the hero of another article,
Rousas Rushdoony, a learned and ingenious Calvinist (whose
Chalcedon Chronicle I have cited more than once in these
pages), who proposes to make of the United States the Godly
Hell that Calvin made of Geneva.
The prize must go, however, to an Ella Mae Rudzewski,
who tells us to develop a "tolerant theology"—that should be as
easy as producing dry water. (Dry Martinis are something else
again.) "The solution to intolerance, then, begins when we respond to God's invitation to listen to him. By beholding, we are
changed." (My emphasis.)
"Hark, hark, the lark!" You can indeed hear him if you live
in the right part of the country and get up in time; and you can
behold him, if you have a good pair of binoculars. But I do not
know how one can hear and see spooks. A lady whose hearing is so
acute that she perceives the sonar signals of bats assures me she has
never heard even a squeak from Jesus, indoors or out. Good Christians probably can attain the i-equisite auditory and optical illusions
by overheating their imaginations and working themselves into
fits, but lysergic acid diethylamide is easier and quicker.
It is depressing to learn that there are evidently many adult
Americans who not only lap up such drivel, but pay $6.95 a year for
it, and many others, prospero\as or even wealthy, who heavily subsidize the magazine so that it can be distributed at that price.
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There is, however, one point at which we can agi'ee.with
Liberty. It quotes two of Rushdoony's disciples who w^ant to
abolish the public schools. One of these, Gary North, who, we
are told, is also Rushdoony's son-in-law and has not spoken to
him for more than a year (there is room for only one Calvin in
Geneva), neatly summarizes the question: "There is a fundamental difference between whorehouses and public schools:
whorehouses aren't tax supported." (His emphasis.) He and we
are in total agreement on that point, but alack! I fear you and I
cannot mai'ch into the future arm in ai'm with North and the
other Calvinists.
They complain, of course, because the boob-hatcheries do
not inject enough Jesus-juice and Calvinistic righteousness
(with a death penalty for atheism, i.e., rationality), I have often
been struck by the ingratitude of Christians toward the public
moron-mills, which, as several recent surveys substantially
agree, so sabotage the minds of their victims that 80% or more
of them are infected with a belief in the supernatural with all
its trappings, including aiigels, gods, watches, 'psychics,' and, no
doubt, leprechauns and Martians on 'flying saucers.' Tliis incidence of superstition is not surprising: as we all know, minds
that have been so maimed that they believe in the equality of
races can believe anything, especially if it is false.
That, of course, is precisely the point of our criticism of the
publicly financed centers of child-abuse, which inject into their
helpless pupils the 'One World' pus of Judaeo-Communism,
rendering them incapable of rational thought about the real
world, and force them into degrading and demoralizing association with the lowest forms of human life. The grounds for abolishing the public schools are not that they "teach humanisrn/'
as North and his pals so loudly wail, but that they do not.
•

THOSE WHO WILL NOT READ
HAVE NO ADVANTAGE OVER THOSE
WHO CANNOT READ
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Pamyat and the Role of the
Jews in the Soviet Union
By

Charles E. Weber
Unless we- take into consideration the ethnic make-up and ethnic
conflicts of a country we cannot obtain a correct perspective on its
history and present conditions. This is the case no matter whether we
are contemplating events in Liberia, Sri Lanka, Belgium, the United
States or the Soviet Union.
An article has appeared in issue 5-1990 of the Austrian periodical Skg (Postfach 5, A-6911 Lochau, Austria; $25.00 per annum)
which has far-reaching implications, not only for understanding
events in the Soviet Union, but should also merit the strong consideration of legislators responsible for formulating American immigration policies.
The article is based on an interview with the Moscow correspondent of Swedish radio with a leadingfigureof the Pamyat movement
in Russia, Anatolyi Smimov. Pamyat (the Russian word for "memory") is a nationalistic movement (not a formal organization) which
seeks to revive Russian cultural traditions which have been suppressed since the Communist (October) Revolution of 1917.
The article commences with a statement attributed to Smirnov:
"The whole Soviet October Revolution is only a Jewish concoction
which was imposed on the Russian nadon in order to destroy it. From
Lenin to Brezhnev they were all Jews who exploited and oppressed
the Russian people in order,finally,to destroy them physically. However, these resounding names of even present-day Soviet politicians,
scientists, economists and writers, Sacharov, Yeltsin, Abalkin, Aganbian, Papov, Afansiev, are all names of Jews. Of 540 people in leading
positions after the October Revolution, 490 were Jews."
Smirnov continues by pointing out that Lenin was partly Jewish
from his mother's side of the family and that Trotski was a Jew.
Brezhnev's real name was Garbinski and his wife's maiden name was
Goldberg. Even Stalin, the Georgian, allowed himself to be ensnared
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by Jews. Jews were not only responsible for the Revolution, but
likewise for collectivization, oppression, executions and in general the
Gulag system. The Russian intelligentsia, the flower of the Russian
nation, was destro>ed by downright genocidal measures. Of 250 members of the Academy of Sciences, 175 are Jewish, according to Smimov,
and 38% of all doctoral candidates are Jewish. The moribund state of
Soviet science is a result of its being interiaced by Jews. It is evident that
Mikhail Gorbachev himself is sympathetic with Pamyat since he never
responded to a letter from 300 leading Soviet writere wliich demanded
that the whole Pamyat movement be forbidden. Sniirnov asserted that
the Pamyat movement keeps growing and finally asked the Swedish
journalist to supply Pamyatwith computer and printin^acilities because
all of such things are very difficult to procure in the U.S.S.R.
Now, the facts set forth by Smirnov are in themselves not generally new information to perceptive historians in western Europe and
the United States. In fact, Article X I X in The International Jew: The
Wodd's Fomnost Problem, originally published in the Dearborn Independent, a newspaper supported by Henry Ford, in 1920 [and now
available from Liberty Bell Publications as a 4-volume set of books,
approx 1,000 pp., $26.00 + $3.90 for postage], already contains a
statistical summary of the dominance of Jews in Communist Russia
What is important here lies in the present perception^and recognition
of these facts in Russia itself and in particular the awareness of them
by leading men in the Soviet government. If a hostility toward Jews
("anti-Semitism") is becoming widely revitalized in Russia, under
present circumstances Jews will have an even greater motivation for
leaving the land in which they have caused so much chaos, poverty
and destruction of a genocidal nature. This puts Americans up
against the question of the advisability of admitting huge numbers—
hundreds of thousands or even millions—of Jews from Russia as
immigrants. If Jews have played a cruelly destructive role in Russia, is
there any reason to assume that they would behave any differently in
the United States? We non-Jewish Americans, including those who
supposedly represent us in Congress and the White House, had better be giving serioas thought to implications of our present immigration policies four our future.
* **
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Was the Second World War
A "Good War" for Aryans?
The elements of the American media controlled by Zionists are
constantly portraying our efforts against Communism in Korea and
especially Vietnam as bad wars, but the Second World War is portrayed as a "good war."
Roosevelt and his Jewish advisors decided that a war should be
fought against Germany, a country approximately the size of our
state of Texas, and propagated the idea that the defeat of Germany
was necessary for American security, a cynical lie proved by the fact
that German forces could not even get across the English Channel in
the autumn of 1940, when Germany military power, relatively, was at
its zenith. A n energetic naval war was being conducted against Germany by the Roosevelt administration long before the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor in spite of the overwhelming desire of the
American people to stay out of the war. In 1941 the Jew Theodore
Kaufman demanded the complete genocide of the German nation by
means of sterilization in his book, Germany Must Fetish [available
from Liberty Bell Publications, $4.00 + $1.50 for postage]. This
would have meant the extinction of a great Aryan nation which had
made outstanding contributions to the arts and sciences.
Involvement in the war came as a highly convenient development for the Roosevelt administration, which had been still unable to
overcome massive unemployment as late as 1940.
What were the results of the so-called "good war" for Aryans?
The British, French and Dutch Empires were largely lost within a few
years after the war. The eastern parts of Europe were occupied by
the Soviet empire, a tyranny which had killed off millions of the most
productive farmers in the U.S.S.R., and which made the National
Socialists look like a group of nice Sunday School boys by comparison. Great monuments of Aryan civilization lay in ruins, such as
Dresden in Germany and Monte Cassino in Italy. Huge amounts of
the best Aryan blood had been spilled and thus denied to fiiture
generations. The uncompromising support of the U.S.S.R. under
Stalin during 1941-1945, in spite of the well-known crimes of the
Soviet government, resulted in the fact that western Europe and the
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United States hiave been under thie shadow of Soviet military might
since 1945, and especially since 1949, when the Soviet tyranny was
able to produce atomic weapons with the help of Jewish spies, two of
whom were latei executed. Western Europe and the United States
have thus been forced to bear a heavy economic burden for military
preparedness.
Less obvious, but also of great importance, was the psychological
damage done to Aryans by the war. Shrewd Zionist propagandists
were able to instill feelings of guilt in them about the alleged extermination of Jews and the evils of colonialism, resulting in a psychological debilitation or Aryans that left them confused, divided and
vulnerable to the perversion of their thinking by their most determined and shrewdest enemies. The Aryan populations of North
America and Europe are now declining in numbers and political
power so rapidly that they face near extinction during the course of
the twent}'-first century if present trends continue and they do not
recover their racial pride and will to live, without which no race can
survive.
•
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
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face from uncontrolled immigration, it is THE CAMP OF THB
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NationaUstSr Jews and^ t^^^
of Eastern Etirope
Changing the Mask
by Williarn L. Pierce

Just under a century and a half ago Karl Marx, scion of a
family of rabbis and Talmudists, declared war on the Aryan
world with the publication of his Communist Manifesto. As
has been the case with many other cleverly promoted Jewish
schemes, Marx's was able to enUst the backing not only of the
members of his own tribe but of many Gentiles as well:
spoiled sons of the wealthy, such as Friedrlch Engels; opportunistic thugs, like Joseph Stalin; and deranged Christians,
too numerous to name, who heard echoes of the Sermon on
the Mount in the call for a dictatorship of the proletariat.
A little over 70 years ago, with a heavy infusion of cash
from Jewish Wall Streeters such as Jacob Schiff, one of Ivan
Boesky's forerunners, and a rabble of self-appointed Jewish
commissars from New York's Lower East Side, the foremost of
whom was Leon Trotsky (bom Lev Davldovich Bronsteln), a
gang of Marxists was able to seize control of Russia, an Aryan
nation prostrate from the ravages of the First World War.
And 45 years ago, with the consent and assistance of
their Anglo-American allies, who obligingly destroyed the only
force in Europe with the will and the ability to stop them, the
Marxists seized control of all of Eastern and much of Central
Europe, forcing their yoke on another 120 million goyim.
Belatedly realizing that they had placed themselves in mortal
Jeopardy by slaughtering the Germans, who had formed tlie
only bulwark against the expansion of the Marxist gang the
erstwhile Christian and capitalist anti-Nazis of the West spent
the next few decades shaking in their boots as they huddled
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behind the Cold War's barricades and wondered whom the
Marxists would gobble up next.
Then suddenly last year, over a period of a few months,
the formidable Marxist ogre vanished into nothing, like
morning fog dissipated by the rising sun. In Poland, in Hungary, in Romania, In Czechoslovakia, most importantly in
eastern Germany, the long-repressed Aryan populations demanded their freedom, and their Maiidst rulers could not
istand against them. In Hungaiy the Marxists abdicated even
before the pressure of demonstrations and protests forced
that move upon them. In Romania they put up a murderous
resistance, but then surrendered after a fewdays.
In Bulgaria and Yugoslavia-even in Isolated and backward Albania—the same process is underway. And, wonder
of wonders, even in the Red citadel itself the doctrines of
Marx are under attack, and the Soviet state js being buffeted
by a growing storm of change, dissent, and open rebellion
which is likely to see the end of communism everywhere in
the White world before it has subsided.
The reaction to all of this in the United States has varied
from disbelief to reckless euphoria. The disbelievers, many
of whom have a vested interest in their position as professional anti-communists, are inclined to believe that it's all a
sham: that the Evil Empire is Just pretending to have
changed its ways so that we'll abandon our defenses and
leave ourselves open to renewed aggression In the future.
Those who are euphoric, on the other hand, see a fundamental transformation in Eastern Europe, with the will of the
communist oligarchs giving way to the will of the people, and
a new era of freedom and self-determination dawning.
Certainly, what has happened was not planned by the
communist bosses as a way of fooling the West Romanian
dictator Nicolae Ceausescu did not plan his own execution.
German Commimist Party boss Erich Honecker did not arrange to be ousted from power and charged with various
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crimes which may keep him in prison for the rest of his life.
Things clearly got out of control tn Eastern Europe as soon
as It became evident last year that the Red Army would no
longer be used to prop up communist regimes outside the
Soviet Union. There never was anydiing more than minimal
public support for these regimes, all of which were installed
against the will of the people after the Second World War,
when the Western AUies gave the Soviet Union free reign to
set up a slave empire in the East. As soon as the exposed
positions of the regimes were recognized by die various populations involved, their collapse was a foregone conclusion.
What is not a foregone conclusion is the development of
genuine jfreedom and self-determination in Eastern Europe.
Many of the "reformers" and otiier politicians scrambling to ffU
the power vacuum left by the fall oftiiecommunists are hardly
beti;er tiian their predecessors. In some cases they are their
predecessors, simply wearing a new mask. The principal clue
to continuity in the politics of Eastern Europe is the overabundant presence of Jews hi the new parties and governments.
When Stalin set up the satellite communist regimes after
the Second World War, he staffed them heavily with Jews. To
a large degree tills was unavoidable, since the communist
parties from which the bureaucrats came were largely Jewish
at tiiat time. Furthermore, only among Jews could people be
found who Stalin could be sure would not be deterred by any
feeling of patriotism from carrying out Moscow's policies.
These Jewish regimes perpetrated horrible atrocities on tiie
populations under their control, and popular hatred of them
became so intense tiaat it led to repeated incidents of sabotage and insubordination, which sometimes ciilminated in
fuU-scale popular uprisings requiring a major intervention by
Soviet troops, as in East Germany in 1953 and in Hungary
in 1956. For the sake of stability, In the late 1950s and early
1960s the Kremlin replaced many of the most conspicuous
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Jews with Genhles, but the bureaucracies remained heavily
Jewish r i ^ t up until the collapse.
Thus, when things began falling apart last year in the
German Democratic Republic (East Germany) the "reform"
elements in the Communist Party there deposed the Stalinist
Honecker, a German, and in December chose Gregor Gysi, a
Jew, as their new head—and that in a country which ofQcially
numbers only a few thousand Jews among its population of 17
million. The elections in March of this yeai", of course, have
made the communists of East Germany much less relevant,
and the few Jews there now are moving from the Communist
Party to other parties, with an eye to having as much power as
possible in their hands when the dust has settled.
In Poland the situation is much worse. The new prime
minister of tliat country is Tadeusz Mazowiecki, a leader of
the Solidarity movement and a nominal Roman Catholic.
Persistent, unconfirmed reports from Poland Identify him as
a Jew, however. When German troops occupied Poland during the Second World War, many thousands of Jews in tliat
coimtty passed themselves off as Catholics in order to avoid
confinement to the ghettos and other restrictive measures
imposed on the Jews. Even after the war many of these Jews
found it useful to continue the deception.
Whatever may be the truth about Mazowiecki, tliere is no
doubt at all about other leading Solidarity members. Most
notable among these are the two self-acknowledged Jews
Bronislaw Geremek and Adam Michnik. Geremek is the
head of Solidarity's legislative faction, the new speaker of the
PoUsli parliament, and Lech Walesa's closest adviser.
Michnik is Solidarity's "ambassador at large" and the editor
of the Sohdarity newspaper, Gazeta WyboTcza, now
Poland's largest-circulation daily. Most of the other members
of the editorial board of Gazeta Wyborcza also are Jews.
30
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In Poland, more than in any other Iron Curtain country,
the recent changes have resulted in a substantial Increase in
tlie power of the Jews over the non-Jewish population.
In Romania the situation is mixed. The hated dictator,
Nicolae Ceausescu, Is dead. The new government, however,
is made up of Ills former cronies and subordinates. And
Romania's new premier, Petre Roman, is a Jew, as are several other key figures in the "reform" government!
Although Roman is the first member of his race to be
premier of Romania, the country was effectively ruled in the
immediate postwar period by the Jewess Ana Pauker, Secretary of the Communist Party Central Committee until 1952.
And Ceausescu, although a Romanian himself, was closely
associated with Jewish interests from tlie time he began his
long rule in 1965. In fact, Ceausescu so favored the Jews in
Romania tliat he always has been suspected of being their
puppet. He was the only communist leader In Europe who
maintained ties with Israel after that country's 1967 war
against her Arab nelglibors. He allowed Jews to emigrate
freely from Romania to Israel, while Romamians themselves
were not permitted to leave their country, and he appointed
Romania's chief rabbi, Moses Rosen, to the Romanian parliament and to the powerful National Council of the Front.
Jews in America reciprocated by persuading the U.S.
government to grant special trade concessions to Romania,
and Ceausescu himself was hailed as a great humanitarian.
He was invited to the White House by Jimmy Carter and even
was appointed an honorary citizen of Disneyland during a
visit here. In February of this year the Israeli newspaper
Yediot Aharanot boasted that Ceausescu had been on the
Israeli payroll and had received a bonus of $5,000 for each
Jew who emigrated from Romania to Israel during his rule.
The world may never know what other strings the Jews
had tied to Ceausescu; one can only suspect that the principal reason for his secret "trial" and hasty execution last DeLiberty Bell I August 1990
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cember 25 was to keep his mouth shut. In any event, Premier Petre Roman notwithstanding, the Jewish role in Romania probably has not increased greatly as a result of
Ceaiisescu's fall.
Hungary has more Jews than any other former Soviet
satellite, and the country has suffered accordingly. During the
19th century Jews monopolized the commerce of Hungary.
They became moneylenders to the aristocracy, and they were
the middlemen and merchants with whom the peasantry had
to deal. They formed the majority of the urban middle class
in the primarily agrarian country.
Their commercial advantages did not deter themfromcommunist subversion, however, and In the chaos foUowtngthe First
World War they launched a communist revolution and installed
a Jewish dictatorship, headed by the malevolent Bela Kun, over
tlae imfortimate Hungarians. Kun and his henchmen plundered
the country amd murdered thousands before a counter-revolution by Hungarian patriots put an end to his regime.
History seemed to repeat itself after the Second World
War. In 1945 the Soviets Installed a second Jewish dictator,
Matyas Rakosi, over Hungary, and he attempted to outdo
Kun in the ferocity and rapacity with which he ruled the
coimtry. Hatred of Rakosi and his Jewish-communist regime
led to the Himgarian uprising of 1956. The Hungarians were
initially successful in overcoming the secret police and the
Soviet troops stationed in the country and in dealing out
revolutionary Justice to the Jewish commissars on whom
they were able to lay their hands.
They appealed to Washington for help, but Jews in America denounced the Hungarian patriots as "anti-Semites," and
President Eisenhower sat on his hands while the Soviet
Union sent the Red Army Into Hungary to crush the uprising
and liquidate the patriots. In order to minimize tlie likelihood
of further uprisings, the Kremlin installed a Hungarian as
Rakosi's successor. As elsewhere, however, many Jews re32 -
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m.alned in less-visible positions in the communist govern-\
ment of Hungary.
When these Jewish bureaucrats and commissars saw the
writing on the wall before the abdication of the communist
Hungarian government last year, many of them became "reformers," and tiiey are all too well represented in many of the
new political parties competing for a leading role in Hungary
today. One of the top two parties, tiie Alliance of Free Democrats, is headed by a Jew, Mildos Haraszti.
The cases of East Germany, Poland, Romania, and Hungary differ in tiieir individual details, but they have many
common elements which characterize the phenomenon taking place today throughout Eastern Europe. The two key
elements are the vehement rejection of communism by the
various European peoples and the scrambling of the Jews to
reposition themselves in order to secure the maximum advantage in the new governments which are being formed.
Altiiou^ readers oftiieNew York Times ortiieWashington Post might never find a clue to the latter element, it is
generally recognized in Eastern Europe. Duringtiieso-called
"round-table discussions" late last year and early this year
among the various new political groups to plan for elections
and the Interim restructuring of the governments, a widely
told joke was the following: Question: What's the difference
between tiie Polish and Hungarian round-table tall<s? Answer: The Hungarian round table consists of Hungarians and
Jews. The Polish one has no Hungarians.
One hopeful sign for the future is the emergence of a
number of strongly nationalist groups, not only in the former
satellites, but also in several of the captive Soviet "republics"
and most notably in Russia itself The group which has received the most news coverage in the West is Pamyat, a
Russian-nationalist group which is somewhat more fiamboyant but perhaps not actually more significant, than other
Russian groups. Unfortunately, many of tiiese groups are
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quite paroctxlal in outloolc, and their nationalism Is accordingly narrow. Thus, Romanian nationalists are attacking ttie
Hungarian minority in Transylvania, ettmic Albanians are
figjtiting against Serbs In Yugoslavia, and Lithuanian nationalists and Russians are at each other's tiiroats in Vilnius.
The bright side of tills ethnic polarization is that vlrtiially
all of the nationalist groups know who their common enemy
is, and many are speaking out against the Jews, both as
oppressors of their people during tiie communist era and as
a threat for the future. In Hungary, for example, the largest of
flie new groups struggling for control of the country is the
Hungarian Democratic Forum, for which the writer Istvan
Csurka is the most prominent spokesman. The latter has
been denounced as an anti-Semite by the heavily Jewish
Alliance of Free Democrats, as well as by tiie controlled
media in the West, because of his derogatory references to
"rootiess cosmopolitans" in his speeches and writings. The
average Hungarian on the sti-eet imderstands quite clearly who
the "rootiess cosmopolitans" are and is generally even more
forthrigjit than Csurka in his expression of disUke for them.
Likewise in Romania, a number of the new political
groups are denouncing the so-called "National Salvation
Front," which Is controlled by Ceausescu's former subordinates, many of them Jews, not only as a front for the communists but also as a front for the Jews.
And In Poland an increasing number of Poles are disillusioned with Solidarity and joke titiat tiie most "solid" thing
about the ruling organization is its conti-ol by Jews. Leaflets
distributed in Warsaw proclaim: "The communists sold us to
the Muscovites. Solidarity is selling us to the international capitalists. Only the Nationalists can show us the way forward."
Most promising of all is tihe growing openness witii which
Russians are wflling to address the Jewish question. The
Pamyat (in English, "remembrance") organization, which has
received much press coverage because of its statements
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against Jews, is only one of many nationalist groups in Russia which have become active recentiy, and all ai-e anti-Jewish. The Russians have suflered more at tiie hands of the
Jews than perhaps any other nationality except the Ulorainlans, and as communist power crumbles the Russian nationalists are determined that Jews will never again have a chance
to get their hands on the tiiroats of tiie Russian people. The
resurgence of Russian nationalism has been one of the factors
which has persuaded a larger number of Jews than ever before
to make preparations for leaving the Soviet Union.
The hostility of the nationalists toward tiie Jews almost
certainly will become more Intense in the near future. For
one thing as the remnants of the old regimes lose the last of
their autiiorlty, the laws which penalized any open criticism
of the Jews during the communist era wiU be even less likely
to be enforced than they are now.
For another thing, many of the atrocities committed by
those heavily Jevmlsh regimes are beginning to come to light
now, and during the coming months growing public knowledge of Uiem can only increase the intensity of feeling against
the perpetrators. Mass graves of patriots murdered by
Ceausescu's secret police over the last 25 years are being dug
up in Romania. Likewise, secret graveyards are being discovered in East Germany, where tens of thousands of captured
SS men. National Socialist Party members, and otiier Germans considered hostile to communism were murdered in
1945 and 1946.
And Impelled by tiie spirit of glasnost tiie Soviet KGB
itself Is confessing to past crimes against the Russian, Ukrainian, PoUsh, and Baltic peoples. In February of this year the
Soviet news agency Tass reported that during Stalin's reign
alone the K G B and its predecessor agencies executed
786,098 men and women; that number includes only tiiose
who were shot in the back of tiie neck in police basements,
not the millions who were worked to death in slave labor
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camps or starved to death in artificial famiaes, or ttie military
prisoners who were simply lined up and mowed down by the
tlaousands during and immediately after the Second World
War,
In April the KGB Anally confessed that Soviet secret police had murdered not only the 4,400 Polish ofQcers whose
graves were discovered in the Kaiyn Forest by the German
Army in 1943, but also 11,000 other Polish officers burled
elsewhere. Heretofore the official Soviet explanation for the
liquidation of the cream of Poland's leadership sh-atum was
that the Germans had done it.
Others than Jews also were involved in the commission
of these atrocities, but the communist regimes of Eastern
Europe are linlced indelibly with the Jews in tiie minds of the
people, and the Jews will not escape blame for their crimes.
The nationalists and the Jews are not the only contestants in tiie game, however. Among oti:xers tiiere is the Catholic Church, especially strong in Poland, which will
collaborate with any elements, including the Jews, in order
to advance its own interests. The Jews in the West are
squawldng loudly now about tiie "blgotty" and "anti-Semitism" of Poland's Catholic primate, Jozef Cardinal Glemp,
who admonished them last year for their pushlness in trying
to shut down a Catholic convent at the site of the former
Auschwitz labor camp; the Jews were airald the presence of
the convent would water down the image they are trying to
maintain of Auschwitz as an exclusively Jewish site and a
reminder to the world that it owes them a living. The Church
as a whole, however, has been generally pro-Jewish and
probably will remain so, unless it becomes convinced that
there will be a greater advantage in collaborating with the
nationalists than with the Jews.
As conditions begin to stabilize and political activity t)ecomes a littie less dangerous, more and more of the Eastern
Europeans who will be seeking political power in the vacuum
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left by the communists, however, wiU not be fervent nationalists, scheming clerics, or men with any other Impersonal
cause: they will be the same sort of soulless, lying, unprincipled, posturing lawyer-politicians who run for public office in
tiie West: the sort of vermin who naturally rise to the top in
a mass democracy by virtue of their ability to deceive, to
bargain, to flatter, to assume convincing poses, to scramble
for the main chance: the sort of Poles now collalx)rating with
the Jews in Solidariiy, or Romanians collaborating with the
Jews in tiie National Salvation Front.
The Jews in the West are counting on such men winning
the balance of power in upcoming elections; then the Jews in
the East can slip behind the scenes, and the tribe can work
its age-old racket of using our money to buy advantages for
its members in the East. They are. In fact, already beginning
to work it in some places. The East Germans did not suddenly decide in March to begin sending "reparations" to the
Jews in Israel-Uke the West Germans have been doing for
the past 36 years, at the rate of more than a billion dollars a
year—because of any sudden feeUngs of guilt for the "Holocaust"; they did it to mute Jewish opposition tn the West to
the reuniflcation of their country. For precisely the same
reason the West German government now is providing official support and encouragement to the Jews who have organized a campaign to erect an enormous Holocaust Museum (at
German expense, of course) in Berlin, a German version of
Israel's Yad Vashem museum, with the purpose of rooting a
sense of obligation to the Jews forever In the Germans' consciousness—or, as one Jewish writer explained with truly
breathtaking arrogance, of providing "a declaration of the
Holocaust's dark centrality in Germany's past."
One can see signs of the same racket in Washington's
poUcy statements about Romania recentiy, in which tiie
promise of a continuation of the Most Favored Nation trade
status which was given to Ceausescu is being dangled as a
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carroL Intended to persuade whatever government eventually
gains power there to abstain from any reprisals against the
Jews in the country. A n d when Solidarity figurehead Lech
Walesa was sent to the United States late last year, he repeatedly told news reporters that the new government of Poland
was firmly committed to friendship with the Jews and regarded the renewal of diplomatic relations with Israel as a
major step forward. At a meeting with America's most p o w e r M
Jewish leaders in New Y o r k he said that any Pole who stUl
holds a grudge against Jews deserves to be spat on. Jews at the
meeting were not bashful about expressing the grudges they
still hold against Poles, however, and they told Walesa that they
w o u l d be w a t c h i n g the performance of h i s new government closely i n d e c i d i n g what attitude to take toward It.
The racket has w o r k e d since the early 1970s i n gaining
favored emigration privileges for Soviet Jews, with the U . S .
Congress tying trade policy with the Soviet Union to the
number of Jews permitted to leave each year. The racketeers
w i l l be doling out U . S . foreign aid grants to the countries of
Eastern Europe, as well as setting trade policies between the
United States and those countries, on the basis of the extent
to which Jews are given freedom of action there.
That w i l l be hard pressure to resist, even for the most
strongly nationalist governments, and wherever the lawyerpoliticians are i n charge there won't even be an attempt at
resistance. The latter are already using their favored status i n
Washington to woo voters away from the nationalist parties:
"A vote for us is a vote for aid money for our economy from
America," they say.
The best thing that could happen for the newly independent and incipientiy independent nations of Eastern Europe
now wovild be a severe and prolonged economic depression
in the United States, so that there would be no temptation to
sell their souls for economic assistance from the West.
Things might be more austere for a few years, but there
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would at least be a good chance for true national Independence and final freedom from Jewish Influence.
B a r r i n g a depression here i n Uie next few years, however,
it is difllcult to predict Uae relative fortunes of Europe's nationalists on the one hand, and of the Jews and tiielr collaborators on the other. In the short term, perhaps the
nationalists w i l l prevail i n Hm^igary, the Baltic states, and in
Russia—perhaps even i n Romania—and the Jews will remain i n control i n Poland and a few other countries.
As long as there is economic and cultural contact with the
West, however, tiie long-term picture is not b r i ^ t for E u r o pean independence anywhere, even In those countries where
nationalism is strongest. The process of corruption is already
underway. In February "British" newspaper tycoon Robert
Maxwell (born J a n Hoch, i n Czechoslovakia) bouglit a 40 per
cent interest In Magyar Hirlap, the Hungarian daily w h i c h
has been the official mouthpiece of Hungary's communist
party. A month earlier Rupert Murdoch, the Australian-British-American media mogul, bought 50 per cent of two
Hungarian tabloids. In M a r c h Steven Ross, co-chairman of
the U.S. media conglomerate Time Warner, signed a contract
with the Soviet government to build new cinemas i n Russia
and provide U.S.-made films for them. Of these three, Maxwell and Ross are Jews, and other Jews are moving i n
quickly to gain a beachhead in the newly liberated news and
entertainment media of Eastern Europe.
In tiie East, as i n the West, control of the mass media w i l l
be the single most important factor i n determining tiie course
of political and cultural development. Under the communists
the mass media played a far less decisive role i n shaping the
views and attitudes of Easterners than they are likely to play
in the future. In no country of Eastern Europe has television
been as omnipresent as i n the West. Communist propaganda
tended to be fairly crude and obvious; it did not have to be
convincing, as long as there were the guns of the secret police
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to back it up. Ttie result is that after 45 years of communist
indoctrination the minds of Eastern Europeans are relatively
freer than those of Westerners. That may change soon.
Other things will be changing too. Just as laws against
publishing or saying anything critical of Jews have been
relaxed, allowing nationalists more freedom, so are laws
restricting certain seamy types of business activity traditionally dominated by Jews no longer being enforced: for the
first time porno shops have opened in Budapest, and East
German girls are being recruited for prostitution by entrepreneurs firom the West.
The worst-case scenario for Cenh-al and Eastern Europe
is a continuation of this misnamed process of "Westernization": first and most Important, the buying up of more mass
news, entertainment, and advertising media by men like
Maxwell, Murdoch, and Ross; tiien massive private investment by capitalists from America and Western Europe, with
the building of factories to take advantage of the low-paid,
disciplined labor force, then with the development of shopping malls and other facets of merchandising to soak up the
new buying power of the populations as prosperity Increases;
and finally the massive Importation of non-White "guest
workers" from the Third World to take over the lowest-paying work—and to begin changing the complexion of the populations. AH the whfie, of course, there will be the threat that
the new candy from the West will be taken away if the child
does not behave himself
After 25 years of this—provided the nationalists can be
kept under control or neutralized—all of Europe, from the
Atiantic to the Urals and from the Arctic Ocean down to the
Caucasus Mountains, should be just as "free" and as "democratic" as the West is now. Every citizen, whether of Poland,
Russia, Hungary, Lithuania, Bulgaria, or what have you, will
have his ovra Japanese car and a color television receiver,
seated in front of which he v^dll spend most of his leisure
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hours. The women wifi all be "liberated." The kiddies will aU
be in racially tnteg-ated day-care centers. And eveiy couple of
years there will be a breathless hullaballoo on television as
the various countries go t h r o u ^ the charade of electing new
"leaders" to replace the old ones.
In every capital city there will be a huge Holocaust Museum, complete with tatooed lampshades, bars of kosher
soap, and other sacred relics from that dark and frightening
time fri the past when Europe almost managed to break free
and strike out on its own course. Schoolchildren will be taken
on obligatory tours of these museums every year, and after
each tour tiiefr teachers will lead them in a chant of "never
again!" Then ft will be back to tiie classroom to study thefr
Turicish, Urdu, and Swahill, so that they can better imderstand
the needs of the growing racial minorities fti tiiefr countiies.
In the evening their elders, between the game shows and
the situation comedies, will watch the news broadcast, where
they will see snippets from tiie day's debate in their parliament about how much economic aid they can aiford to send
to Israel In the coming year and what should be done about
the worsening problem of street crime.. "Hate crime" will also
be a frequent topic in the news, as remnants, of the old
nationalist groups and other White "hate criminals"' cause
trouble by falling to get along witii the "guest workers,"' (who
by this time will be citizens witii full "equality") or-heaven
forbid—provoke anti-Semitic incidents.- by saying or pubUshing something they shouldn't But, of course, tiiere once
again will be s M e t y enforced laws- against that sort of thing
and most of the nationalists and other nasty extremists wlU
long since have been packed off" to some:gulag up around the
Arctic Circle.
All of that may sound like something from a bad dream,
but it is exactiy the sort of scenario that is being worked out
by the planners and string-pullers in the West's councils of
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government now: by the people who are working out the
details of George Bush's "Democracy Corps," for example.
From their point of view the collapse of the communist

T H E JAPANESE A R E COMING
by

system may not necessarily be such a bad thing. Commu-

Robert Frens

nism couldn't have lasted much longer anyway; it was too

The May 1990 issue of Inslauration magazine contains the article "The
New Master Race" which repeats the theme that "Asians are to Whites as
Whites are to Blacks". The article was authored by a person of unspecified
gender named Asiaticus, who may or may not be descended from some
Roman senator. "Asiaticus" may be a pseudonym or simply " S U C IT
A I S A " spelled backward. In any event, it is an interesting detail that
Americans, whenever they put their opinions on paper, prefer to use someone else's name or fabricate something catchy. Tliis in itself, is a measure
of our collective Jewishness. The Jews are the premier changers whether it
be money changing, name changing, nose changing, allegiance changing or
junk bond changing. Aryans seem to enjoy using their own names. Gad,
how plebeian!
Asians have an average IQ of 110, Whites follow with an 10 of 100
while Blacks are back in the rumble-seat with 85. Asiaticus does not reveal
the source of this revealing data. With all of this superiority going for them,
the Japanese are therefore "The New Master Race" destined to fill Uncle
A d o l f s trousers. I cannot help but wonder why they waited until now to
launch their mission. If Asian superiority is genetic, as the author describes,
what were they up to when the Europeans where doing their thing for the
past dozen of centuries?

riddled with internal contradictions and inefficiencies; too
many of the countries subject to it were close to economic
exhausUon. It was a fine thing, in their view, for keeping the
people of Eastern Europe under control prior to the advent
of television. But in the T V Age communism really isn't necessary. In the West they have had 40 years to learn how to
control the minds of the goyim

with their wonderful new

tool, and they've become very good at it.
Is it not, after all, a more secure thing to put chains on
the minds of one's subjects instead of on tiieir bodies?

•

This article first appeared in National Vanguard No. 111 (June 1990) and is reprinted
here with permission of The National Aliianoe, P.O. B o x 90, Hillsboro W V 24946
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SURVIVAL M A N U A L F O R T H E WHITE R A C E
Wailam Gaytey Simpson has spent a tifetime of keen observation,
careful analysis, and deep reSecfion developing the princip^ theste of
his book; that the single, undying purpose of all human actwity shoiid
be the ennobftng of man. fn support of this thesis he fooks at the
foundations of Western Society, at the structure of m government, at
the effect of technofogy and hdustrialization on man, at the roles of
the sexes, at etonomtcs, and at tiace. The book goes to the rocAs of
the problems lacing the WWte Race today and ft ^ o w s the ways in
which White soci^y must be changed 'if tl^e race Is to survive. Which
Way We^m Man? is an encydopedb wor1< whose condusbns can
be ignored by no one with a sense of responsibility to the future- For
ycwr copy of Whkb W^ We^&m Man? send $16.50 Including post*
age and handlir^ for
softback edition (Order No- ^ 3 ) to:

LHBERTY B E L L PUBLICATIONS
Box 21, Reedy WV 25270 USA.
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Perhaps it was necessary to wait for the "greenhouse effect" to properly steam their brains into action. Aside from any other cerebral activity,
the fact that they think racially would suffice to render them superior to
what passes as the "American" population. In this respect, they have a right
to possess this contment although they haven't been degenerate enough to
deserve it. A s Franklying Ruseveldt knew, an oil embargo is sufficient to
put a screeching halt to Japanese dominance of everything except the raw
fish business. The war in the Pacific was over before Pearl Harbor and that
useless island-hopping sideshow was staged to keep the simple goyim in a
dither and ostensibly preventing some stray Mitsubishi from bombing
Chloride, Arizona. Franklying was myopic when it came to Germany and
hated Hitler because he was genxiinely loved by his people and could take
walks in the Alps without a pair of wheels. The first characteristic is enough
to send any American politician into a fit of envy and rage. That emerging
economic wonder called Hitler Germany was something that Jew 'infested
nations couldn't compete with. In typical American manner, we smashed
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thai embryonic opponent because honest competition is something we cannot tolerate. We murdered their leaders in traditional Roy Bean fashion,
kidnapped their scientists and stole their technology. If you were hapless,
accused and fell into Judge Roy's clutches, you'd be fined, tried, hung and
then robbed of what was left in your pockets. It's as American as apple
bagels and War Crimes Trials.
Asiaticus uses the word "Asian" when he/she/it (don't say this too
rapidly) really means the better of the Northern Asian types that have been
transplanted to the U.S. A n y W W II Vet, who was stationed in Japan or
Korea in 1945, is qualified to report on the large numbers of polite but
moronic gooks that form part of the normal populations there. When Asiaticus mentions "White," he is including bevies of marginal types, labeled
as such due to the lack of a better term. I have a neighbor who considers
himself white, although I am at a loss to discover his criteria. One thing is
certain. IQ follows color and that places the superior Asians in the middle.
IQ drops as Blackness increases and IQ rises as Whiteness increases which
is tantamoimt to saying that IQ rises and falls with the Whiteness factor, a
consideration that is older than Nathan Bimbaum (George Bums). IQ is a
test measurement that is probably affected by cholesterol levels, oat bran,
church donations and ozone holes. The true test of superiority, as D r .
Oliver continually reminds us, is survival. It may well be that the Northern
Asians will dominate the 21st century. America is now on the verge of
being flushed into the sewer it now resembles and one wonders if the
turmoil in Europe will subside with the fingers of the Jew still in the pudding. The G o d of all Gods has an assistant named Nork charged with the
responsibility of keeping a list of all mortal predictions. When God decides
to favor man with an event, H e makes certain that it is not on that list.
Previously, I mentioned that Asiaticus failed to mentioned the source
of that significant IQ data. I am ignorant of any comprehensive, national
data that has been collected along these lines. Scholastic Achievement Test
scores abound and have been the subject of much hand-wringing, gasping
and excuse manufacturing. S A T scores ai'e standardized scores that may be
translated into IQ scores. I have before me the official published listing of
S A T Verbal and Math scores for the period 1976-1988. The 13 year average for the items in question are:
Group
V e r b a l M a t h Index IQ
White
446
487
460
94
Asian
402
515
440
91
Black
339
367
348
77
The column labeled "Index" is the Selection Index used universally
which equals one-third of the sum of the Math score and two times the
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Verbal score. The IQ colunui is a linear calculation based upon the S A T
and IQ means of 500 and 100, and the standard deviations of 100 and 15,
• respectively. Anyone interested in increasing their knowledge of this kind
of entertaining nuniber juggling should consult any elementary statisfics
textbook. A s you can see, the above results would not incline any rational
parent to open his checkbook with a tuition deposit in mind.
The White bashing continues. Since the Japanese can claim no phony
survivors (real ones, yes!) or blame their ills upon cotton picking, our
Masters simply point to the yellow genetic superiority which, of course, is
not a racist gesture. Once again, the Whites are told that they must scurry
to the back of the bus and behave Uke the Uttle curs they are. I can hear the
sounds of stampeding feet!
* **

AIDS 1994
Here we go again! D o you remember the "inferno" and "airport" types
of disaster movies? H o w about the book Famine 1975, where the whole
world was on the verge of starvation and "food wars" broke out? TJte
Jupiler Effect was a real dilly that could easily be refuted by any competent
high school physics student. In 1982, all of the planets would be lined up on
one side of the solar system and the combined gravitational effect;; would
produce massive tidal waves on the earth which would cause blah-blah and
so on. Using simple equations and some not elaborate calculations would
reveal that the combined gravitational effects of the planets would be less
than 1.5 percent of that exerted by the moon. A s this fateful year approached, I sat quietly on the beach confident that the world would still be
there in 1983. The "scientific" blather oozes on with sad moans whenever
the whole Ooze-on Hole Is mentioned or why the carbon dioxide wmdow
glass greenhouse will soon turn us all into hydroponic tomatoes. The
American nits have an insatiable appetite for sheer nonsense whether it is
about 6 million ghosts or 6 million sunspots, both capable of damaging your
psyche with cosmic juices. None of this, however, seems to match the
on-again-off-again A I D S threat. I am somewhat perplexed in this regard,
although I do believe that some thousands of our more talented perverts
will be tiie benefactors of the only weiglit loss method that really works.
Does that famous ex-mayor really use Slim-Fast?
The predictions (by experts, of course) are interesting. By 1988 (did
you notice?) there would be 1.6 million dead and in 1995 over 320 million
would be infected in the U.S. alone.^ This author apparently knew something that the Census Bureau didn't. One thousand Americans will be
dying dally.^ Sbdy-four million Americans will have A I D S by 1990.^ By
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1991, 215,000 Americans would have died from AIDS.'' It's my guess that
this fellow didn't bother to read the literature of the other experts. Fiftyseven millions will have AIDS in 1994.^^ By 1991,229 million Americans will
be waiting for transportation to that great AIDS resort in the welkin.®
According to another source, 13 million will have AIDS in 1994 and the
whole U.S. population will be on its way to oblivion by 1997.'' The Spanish
Flu epidemic of 1918-1919 accounted for 50 million lives. The Bubonic
Plague of 1347-1351 left 25 million dead. It was believed to be measles that
killed 5000 per day in Rome 270 A.D. and small pox that wiped out onethird of that population during the period 165-180 A.D. During all of these
past pestilences, 2 out of every 3 persons somehow managed to escape
death. AIDS is different, we are told. If there is no immunity or resistance
factor, then why are Blacks and Hispanics listed as high-risk groups?"* Why
do some that experience antibody seroconversion go blotto in a month or
so while others show no signs of anything for years, if ever? Why are some
with antibody response considered infectious and others are not? The fact
that there is so much disagreement and so many unanswered questions
leads me to believe that there exists a mechanism that makes some more
susceptible to this virus than others and there are strong indications that
this factor might be racial in nature. In lieu of anything tangible, sensible
advice remains little other than what any Aryan would do even if there
weren't an AIDS threat. Don't do naughty things with your pee-pee. Stay
away from Blacks, Hispanias, faggots, Asians, Jews and drug users and stay
away from anyone who associates with them. If you feel an itch to mingle
with alien life forms, get a raccoon or a three-toed sloth. AIDS is a contagious disease. Don't find out the hard way that an ounce of prevention is
worth a ton of prayer.
In their July 21, 1989 release of information, the Center for Disease
Control reported 119,923 known cases of AIDS in the United States and
the May 11,1987 report claimed 20,557 dead. The monthly rate of increase
was given as 7.25 percent. Since many cases go unreported, they stated that
the rate was probably 20 percent in error favoring the low side. In their
estimation, the true rate of increase was in the 8.5 to 9 percent range. Many
practitioners of the version of witchcraft known as medical science, have
taken thesefiguresand prophesied the demise of some 250 million Americans by the year 1994. This represents the elimination of the enfire population which, in itself, would be of enormous benefit to the environment of
the Western Hemisphere. The reasoning used to arrive at this projected
demise is, of course, faulty and could have been avoided by taking a college
course in differential equations. The instantaneous rate of growth (AIDS in
the case) is proportional to the product of the number who have it and the
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number who do not have it providing, however, that there exists an equal
opportunity envnonment. A further consideration is the target group. In
true egalitarian fashion, the believers assume that all members of this society are equally susceptible (it's One World, isn't it?) and engage in the
same perversions. A rate of 7.25 percent cannot be applied ad infinitum,
nor will it affect all of our 250 million people. As the number of afflicted m
the target group increases, the rate of increase will steadily drop to zero.
Obviously, if everyone has it, then the growth rate would be zero. What,
then, is the size of the target group?
flIDS CASES U.S.A.
Those Who Are About To Die

N

Salute the YEAR

PubUshed population data lists the United State&asihaving.an 83jpercent White population with 12 percent Black-and 5 percent 'fdlihef":af you
believe this, then you haven't visited .a supe^-mlarket^•l&tely.'^I(heVV^
figure obviously includes a sizeable, prppO!ction&f'</ieimissing 6 sniillion, a
large block of almost missing niillions.togetherwyithmiillions of dthers'wSth
fanciful notions.about themselves. Blacks^are dramatiGallyiunrepresefitdd, a
fact that is well.knewn.among the census takers.TChe AIDS virus>is!pi!bbably a Nazi since'it-prfefersto pounce.upon Jews, Blacks,arid Hispanics, a
fact that has been mentiondd previously in this periodical. 0My-iii*the ease
of perverts and drug users'has'the Aids virus practiced a version of brotherly love and equality. Thus, if we sum the numbers of Blacks, ^near Blacks,
quasi Blacks, mongrels, perverts and otiier assorted ughs, we arrive at a
reasonable level of 70 million for the target group which represents about
one-third of the population. Historically, epidemics seem to go plop aifter
they have consumed this fraction. This is good news for the degenerate
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portion of the White population who can throw away their condoms and
copulate until their pee-wee brains turn to mush, as long as they confine
their excesses to natural relations with their own kind.
The infection known as AIDS was originally labeled with the acronym
GRIDS, id est, Gay Related Immune Deficiency Syndrome. It popped up
exclusively among these sweet darlings of alternate life-styles and was
thought to be a suppression of the immune system due to the presence of
natural substances found in unnatural places. Considerable traces of feces
were discovered in the mouths of those afflicted with the disease. This was
only reasonable considering that the mixing of anal and oral sex in mgenious combmations was quite ordinary for these folk. GRIDS soon became
AIDS and the mentioning of excrement in the mouth was dropped down
the memory hole. As an uncouth aside, the term "shit-face" took on a
whole new meaning. I would assume that this avenue of research, the effect
of excrement in the alimentary canal upon immuno-suppression, has been
closed.
Once the AIDS virus secures a front row seat in your body, it is time
to consider writing a will. In about a month you could expect a flu-like
ilbess with fever, rash and swelling of the lymphnodes in the neck and
armpits. You will develop an antibody response in 2 to 3 months and your
disease defenses will start their down-hill slide. You are now an infectious
carrier of the disease, so it is a good time to consort with your enemies.
Your general level of health will diminish and, depending upon exposure,
you will develop all sorts of health problems from yeast infections lo herpes
sores popping up like dandelions. Once some opportunistic infection becomes pronounced, you have about 2 years to take that vacation you've
always dreamed of but didn't have the time for. At this point, you are
suffering from the chronic wasting condition known as A R C (AIDS Related Complex). Fat people will get skinny and night sweats will be ever
present. You will become weak, tired and mentally deranged. This latter
characteristic is a requisite for election to our Congress. When you reach
the last stages of this downhill progression, you arc said to have AIDS,
although I'll never understand the logic of it. As far as I am.concemed, you
have AIDS from the moment those sav/-toothed little bugs decide to line
up for Welfare payments at your expense. You are also dead, m spite of the
diminishing evidence to the contrary. It is only a time lag that separates the
terminal from the termmus. AIDS ain't nice and it isn't for everybody.

upper limit at saturation was taken to be 70 million victims and a presumption of optimal conditions was taken. By 1994, about 1 out of 25 of our
citizens will be actively enjoying the fruits of our mulfi-racial Utopia. This
represents nearly 5 percent of the popxilation which wiE grow to become 15
percent by 1996. It is an observable phenomenon, whether at a swimming
beach, in a classroom or in a bowl of salad, that a 1 percent addidon of a
pollutant can usually be ignored. A school with a 1 percent Ubangi population can carry on business as usual in most instances. Once this number
increases to 5 percent, cultural enrichment follows as evidenced by a
marked increase in thefts and corridor "grab-ass" incidents. A school with
a 15 percent African coniponent usually ceases functioning as an academic
operation. If a school practices the rational segregation known as "tracking", classroom accomplishments could still continue in the white groups
with the tribal antics taking place mainly in the locker rooms and hallways.
It is invigorating to contemplate the effect of a 5 percent AIDS victim
presence m our society. The Holyhoax and Sambo History industries will
have some real truths to compete with and I doubt whether people will lose
their jobs (Keegstra), be sentenced to jail (Ziindel) or beaten half to death
(Faxuisson) for pubHcly discussing the issue. From 1994 on, we can sit back
and enjoy watching Mother Nature play sport with the denizens of this
planet. In 1996, about 15 percent of our population will be walkmg advertisements of the reward for rubbing a partner the right way but rubbing
Mother Nature the wrong way. At this point, considermg the time delay
attribute of ADDS, everyone could suddenly repent and become "born
again" somethings but the countdown cannot be halted. He may save your
soul but He won't save your hide. It is a brazen impertinence to suggest that
God violate His own laws, but Jew and Christian alike seem never to tire of
asking and demanding. If those who are imaffected have the collective
fortitude to leave the diseased to swim in the pus of their own making, the
economic costs would not be a burden. Joining'them would be all of the
Snowball Cupcakes (white on the outside, black on the inside) who telish
fomicatmg with diseased porch-monkeys. Every druggie who Wastes himself, one way or ahother, is one less drUggie, A dead faggot is a miiius
faggot and that's a "plus. The arithmetic is simple. Each welfare recipient
that goes to the Great Beyond, is one less welfare recipient, if you get the
economic meaning. Only an anti-Nature entity would extend assistance to a
dying parasite.

Since one projection is about as valid as another, I decided to have a
go at it. The accompanying bar graph was prepared from data calculated
from a first order differential equation using 120,000 cases and a growth
rate of 7.25 percent as the initial conditions at time zero (July 1989). The
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Of the several with whom I have discussed this issue, I have formed the
notion that they welcome AIDS as I do, although for a different reason. In
their view, AIDS will eradicate the Black and Hispanic element and hopefully decimate, if not eliminate, those pillars of sweetness,, God's Chosen. It
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is concluded ihcrclbrc, that Aryans can once again proceed Unhampered
in their Gothic quest. In my view, this is an exercise in wisliful thinking and
whose essence is described by the phrase "Let George do it." In this case,
it really means "Let Jesus do it," which is a bit of Christian presumptuous
nonsense whereby we are free to trash the planet and then expect a supernatural beneficence to clean up after us. If we were a spiritually healthy
people, we wouldn't be in this mess in the fu-st place. Our Weltansicht
would have been formed from the lessons of experience and observations
of how God really wants things to operate. No lion discusses its plans with
the gazelle, nor cjoes the hawk with a fish. A magician demonstrates but
does not reveal. The Aryan has no obligation, whatsoever, to reveal the
secrets of his technology to a drooling pack of savages, nor should he share
its benefits with any but his own kind. The cheetah dashes only to serve its
own. The Aryan is spiritually off course. That is the reason for our present
plight which provided the Petri dish for AIDS. If AIDS erased every
Vedda, Bantu, Higi, Mongol, Jew, half-breed, crud-breed and weed-breed
from the planet, we would still be saddled with the sick mentality that
allowed soul-destroying notions (Christianity, in its present sense, for example) and unnatural behaviors to be the exercise of our existence. We
made a choice in 1932, listened to a degenerate cripple and became his
instrument of hate. With unprincipled glee, we bested the wildest drearns
of any Mongol Khan and smashed the embryonic expression of the truly
monumental Idea that was in tune with our soul and in accord with Nature.
AIDS will not be our salvation, but as a deserved punishment it might
provide an instructional chastisement that would provide the impetus and
inspiration to resume the work that was temporarily halted in 1945.
FOOTNOTES:
1. Aids: You Just Think You Are Safe, Evangelist Moody Adams, 1986,
Dalton Moody Publishers, Baker, LA.
2. Aids, David Noebel, Wayne Lutton, Paul Cameron, 1986, Summit
Ministries, Manitou Springs, CO.
' .' '
3. The Aids Cover-Up, Gene Antonio, 1987, Ignatius Press, San Francisco, CA.
4. Aids: The Alarming Reality, William O'Connor, M.D.,1988, H.LV.E.
Foundation, Vacaville, CA.
5. Surviving the Aids Plague, Taki Anagnoston, M.D., 1989, Medical
Corporation, Gilroy, CA
6. Aids: The End of Civilization, William Douglass, M.D., 1989, Valet
Publishers, Clayton, GA.
7. Aids Faxx (a weekly bulletin), William Douglass, M.D., 1989, 1990,
Valet Publishers, Clayton, GA
* * *
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SAD SATS
fiUfrdl^a'week passes without some woefiil announcement concerning
the dismal state of our education system. There arc no statements regarding the thefts, vandalism, assaults and other apparently unimportant features of our schools. There are plenty of statements concerning SAT scores
and what it aU means to us. In this regard, we are fortunate to have the
Rathers and the Koppels around to explain it all. Even after listening to a
speech by President Bush, I am happy that I have Ted to tell me what the
President said and what he really meant. At no time, however, have I ever
heard any discussion about why competent teachers are deserting the field
and the old hangers-on are merely waiting for retirement day. No one
mentions why the brighter students no longer move mto the teaching profession or why schools are being filled with semi-literate instructors-. We
hear little other than messages about the SATs being, up or the SATs being
dovm. •
Each year, the Educational Testing. Service (Princeton, NJ) makes
available to the College Board andthe National Merit ScholarshipCorporation (Evanston, IL) standardized tests fbr high school students. TheETS
corrects and scores the tests and makes-available to all participadng
schools the results thereof. I have, a copy of their 1989 Siimmary which
provided the data-for this discussion; It is interesting, to observe'that the
NMSC makes available scholarships-for "butstaoidbg*' Negro students but
nothing comparable is available for White students.
SAT is an acronym for Scholastic" Aptitude Test: lb is- usua% gi,vem
annually to college bound high schoehstudbnts^TKB/resQlteofithesa'testSy.
along with appropriate consideration of grades-and^personalireoomju'en'dte
tions are used to determine the probabUityioflsueGess-initlta'cQUigereinvii
ronment. This procedure is by^passedHiyoiirrsl^"(is-idlirk«'en0ugtiia'i^^^^
have shown some talent foP coeonuC tossin'g> on watfermel6n< rolling?. TJHe:'
publisher of the SATs states diat the tbsts> are'knowlMga t"est^Buttany>
perusal of themiWilli'reveal'tKatithis isnodthe, case: ThVxise;ofltlie.JWo:rd!
knowledge gets one offfthe-biolbgiGalihook smoe aptitUdfehis-airatHeiTiiinatfe:
sort of thing.
Academic tests are usually- of the. capacity, or content type.. Capacity;
measurement is an indication of how large your mental bucket is,,that* is,
yoxa potential, your aptitude , your intelligence. Tests- oP this sort try tb
measure how well your neurons can juggle chunks of information, Capacity
tests are usually taken prior to the commencement ofi something or the.
other. Capacity is not a veryflexiblething. Intellectual'capacity has-genes>
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for an overseer and Mother Nature as an author. Content tests deal with
the measure of how much stuff is in your mental bucket. These are the
common types known as "finals,"'quizzes; Regents exams, achievement
tests, etc. Content tests are skill and knowledge tests taken after the completion of something or the other. The SAT, as its.name indicates, is an
aptitude test and therefore a capacity test. The SAT is a type of intelligence
test the scores of which may be translated into comparable IQ scores since
both use standardized scales. As with aU forms of testing, absolute conclusions are not possible and a variation of 10 points or so on an SAT test
shouldn't be cause for elation or panic. The hokum peddlers on the Jewtube, however, like to get hyper over a one or two point variation in SAT
scores. In spite of the miserable performance of the white element in this
Brazil del Norte, their base intelligence is not falling off a cliff. The base
intelligence of those with skin pigmentation problems is not on the rise
either. The SAT scores only reflect the demographic alterations that are
transforming this once unique Republic into the world's largest toxic waste
dump. As more and more fifth rate Third Worlders take the SAT, the
lower will be the national average. It is as simple as that.
The SAT is a combination of two distmct tests of which each is subdivided. The V E R B A L part has sections on antonyms, sentence completions, analogies and reading comprehension. The reading comprehension
questions involve both stated and implied information. The M A T H section
has multiple choice questions involving applications and solutions of problems. It also includes quantitative comparisons of things stated in a mathematical format. It is iisual for people to score higher on the M A T H section
than on the V E R B A L section. The SAT is an intelligence test the results of
which are little affected by preparation, much to the dismay of those who
have spent considerable time on mental "pumping" exercises.
Each test has a raw score which is calculated by subtracting one-fourth
of the number of wrong responses from the number of correct responses.
This raw score is then converted into a scaled score by means of a table,
which varies from year to year. This "scaled" score has as its basis, the old
STANINE procedure. The STANINE (standard nines) procedure divides
a set of data into nine sections numbered from 1 to 9. Except for the
extremes (Stanine 1 and 9), a standard STANINE division is 1/2 of the
standard deviation. STANDARD DEVIATION is the mean square root
offset from the mean and is a way to indicate how far a particular score
deviates from the average. It is a useful tool for statisticians who sometimes
do things that are useful. A person could therefore be classified as a "stanine 4" (a dull type), a "stanine 7" (college material) or something else.
These nine broad divisions were dropped m favor of an individual score.
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The number range was changed to 100 bottom to 900 top. Since very few
people score below 200 or above 800, the range was truncated and the
extremes were pegged as 200 and 800. A raw score that translates into a
SAT score of 148, for example, would be reported as 200. Most of the
sports super-stars, and in particular football players, are in this category.
Anyone scoring 854, perhaps some Ubangi or Higi, would be given the
"perfect" score of 800. Two out of three (white) people will have a score in
the 400 to 600 range which is considered the average category. Two out of
tiiree Blacks will fall mto the below-average category. The standard deviation is 100 and tiie mean (average) is 500. The Stanford-Binet Intelligence
Test uses a mean of 100 with a standard deviation of 15. Sixty-eight percent
of an average white population will have IQ's m the range of 85 to 115.
People with SAT scores below 400 (IQs below 85) are called "slow learners" where the "slow" indicates a time span greater than the person's life
Span. The "head" of any society is that group scoring 600 and above except,
of course, in the good ol' Jew Ass Oi Vey, where the other end now does
tiie "tiiinking" and "leading." This is always the result of the one-man
one-belch democratic process where a Class D biped selects a Class F
biped to run things. If ybu toss a buhch of motons into a population with an
average 10 of 100 (Sat 500), you'll end Up With anew avetage'that is belOw
the previous average. This is what is happeTfting to oiir S A T scores ahd one
does not have to be exceptionally bti^t to ilhde'l-stand SVhei-e ^ •of'those
dull minds are coming 'froth.
Separate scores are given for each section C
' >f fte SAT. Ofie im^t
score 480 on the V E R B A L and 510 'On tte iMATH. A composite seove 'is
often used for the sake of convenience. '^omfe'dhoiCSfe'to t i M
W3i^
and use thefigureof 1000 for the above t:s£ffii|)lfe;'S'6mfc'elmMsfedl'te
the verbal score is more "weighty" than the "math score, so'fcey afdliggfei
parts verbal with 1 part math, this is, thfeyn!Ise*evei'bjd Sc^te'tWf^
the above example, the'SAT S(xitt\vo^&^m'tnb''4%M'kt-mi^bsite.
When the ETS doestiiis,they call it a S6lectio'n Infigx. •Ohfe,'t%e'r#(*6., mMt
be advised as to the composition of anyjgiven scote. A state(3 SAfScJofe df
600 might meaii a 600 math score, a 600 vfeTbal score, 'fhe average <dV&ib
math and verbal scores, the sum of the math and Ve3t*bal scoVes, or S&ifie
weighted combination of the two.
SATs were introduced in 1958 and Were given to all high Sc'ho'ol seniors. In 1963 they were given, optionally, to college-bound high 'scteol
seniors. Shortly thereafter, anyone m high school could take thefn. Today,
only about 1 Freshirian out of 1000 takes them as opposed to 75 percent of
the Seniors and 24 percent of the Juniors. It is now common for Sophomores and Juniors to take a PSAT (Preliminary SAT). Practice makes
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perfect, you know. Beginning in 1976, scores were categorized according to
ethnic groups (no Nazi conclusions, please). In the period from 1965 to
1975, it became a noticeable fact that the darker colored students were
coasistently missing certain types of questions. These questions, by Liberal
defmitlon, were unfair in a cultural sense although it remained difficult to
explain why a universal mathematical concept was somehow biased when it
came to Blacks but not biased when it came to White and Asian students
or why it was considered biased at all. Test emphasis has slowly changed,
but the outcome has not.
Figure 1 is a graph of the Math SATs (results) from 1958 to 1989. It
represents the national average of all the students who took them. Educators prefer the Math scores as they are usually higher than the Verbal
scores and have the additional advantage of making the Asians appear
better than they really are. The Japanese are a remarkable people but it
might be a while before we see their versions of a Goethe, Newton, Gauss
or Liszt. Figure 1 illustrates the data everyone is up in anns about. Figure 2
is a graph of the average scores for 1989 relative to the high school level of
the student. One might draw some amusing conclusions from this graph. I
would like to remind the reader at this point that we are considering intellectual capacity measurements and not measures of achievement. One
needs only to pass though a super-market checkout to be reminded that
achievement levels are pathetic. It is very coiiunon to encounter high school
and college students who carmot correctly add, subtract, multiply and diFI6IJRE 1
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vide the fractions 1/2 and 1/3. Ignorance can be corrected but stupidity
cannot. Declining S A T scores indicate a decline in the IQ of the "average"
American. The "average" American is shifting from a Jean Hai'low to a
Whoopie Goldberg, from a Robert Taylor to a Bill Cosby, from a Teuton to a
missing Hnk. A declining capacity to learn is deadly to a civilized society.
Atrophied brains are not positive attributes. The white people in this land (and
elsewhere) are being phased out because they have a perverted desire to be
phased out and not because their innate capacity is dwindling.
FIGURE 2
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I have taught in pubUc schools, most of which resemble a CTOSS between a halfway-house and a revolving insurrection. I have taught in allmale and aU-female private schools and have encountered hxmdreds of
healthy young people, disciplined, hard workmg, respectful and intelligent.
Of all the ethnic groups I have dealt with, I have found the Polish student
to be most representative of what used to be known as American. I personally prefer them in a classroom. Perhaps their behavior reflects a family
structure more sohd than most. The Northern European type is not losing
his capacity to think (only his desire to), although he is becoming increasingly ignorant and, for some odd reason, more susceptible to the siren
songs of his enemies. However, one cannot ignore the fact of falhng S A T
scores. It's there in Figure 1. The reason for this declme is that the number
of non-whites taking the exam is increasing. This is obvious to anyone with
the energy to do some honest thinking. What happens to vanilla ice a e a m
when someone mixes in tar?
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I transformed the SAT scores for the period 1976 to 1988 into a composite score giving more weight to the verbal part although I did not use the
accepted ratio of 2 to 1. The SAT composite was then translated into a
FISURE 3
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comparable IQ score which, I feel, would be more meaningful to the average reader. Figure 3 on the following page is a graph of the result. Aside
from what is a normal fluctuation, one is confronted by the relative stability
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of IQ levels in spite of crash programs and minority perks. An experienced
person will not be surprised by the results as they only confirm what we
already suspected. I have also included Figure 4 as an additional piece of
information. The graphs represent averages and it would be interesting to
speculate concerning the effects of IQ distribution. In this regard, consider
a two-person society with respective IQs of 60 and 140 as opposed to
another two-person society where both have IQs of 100. In both cases, the
IQ average would be 100, but I suspect that the societies in question would
have a substantially different mode of operation.
When I was a youngster (ancient times, according to my daughter), the
education system operated much differently than it does today. Everyone
took the same mathematics courses up until the 9th grade. The upper
one-third (academically) were furmeled into Algebra while the remaining
two-thirds were scheduled for General Math. The successful completion of
General Math concluded your math studies even though you took four
years to do it. People weren't passed merely on good behavior. Plane
Geometry was the Sophomore mathematics course and one could only be
enrolled with the provision that he received an 85 or better on the Algebra
final, which was a standardized exam throughout the state. This 85 percent
requirement held through the entire succession of Intermediate Algebra,
Trigonometry, Advanced Algebra and Solid Geometry. Solid Geometry is
no longer taught as it proved too taxing for brains capable of suspended
animation. My graduating class consisted of 252 students of which only 9
experienced the really nifty Solid Geometry course. Several teachers were
Ph.D.s and this was a public school. A private school in our city wouldn't
have had a chance of surviving in the academic arena and we had no need
for safety zones (private schools) for the children. Schools are a reflection
of the community that supports them and our community wanted teachers
who knew their subjects and administrators who knew how to expel. The
belief that aU children were beautiful and intelligent was not yet an axiom.
"Honors" students were just that and not merely a grouping of the upper
one-third of a class. In those "ancient times," a good swat on the rump was
not considered child abuse nor was remaining seated and quiet considered
an unusual form of punishment. Mothers stayed at home and insured that
their children were civilized before they entered the first grade. School
discipline was a structured thing and not a verbal arena for lawyers and
social workers with nothing important to do. The punishment (dirty word)
for waywardness was standing at attention in the corridor for the remainder of the period. If one failed at this, he was forwarded to the Dean who
promptly requested that you assume the' "position." If you failed to comp£ehend that message, there was another step. You were catapulted to the
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Office of Lhe Principal. At our school, the Principal had an appropriate
nick-nanic. It was "Foot." The term told it all as it was applied both literally
andfiguratively.Some people were never seen at school again. Those that
graduated knew how to read, write and handle fractions. By far, the greater
of all school related confrontations was the one you experienced when Dad
was informed of it all. Dad was more than a goy wage earner imder the
direction of an immature wife who was in turn directed by a bevy of wiseass brats. I can recall the name of no father, at that time, who could
properly be called "pussy whipped." Mothers were women who educated
the children in values and not the cop-outs we see today with their Pampers
and assorted concoctions that pass as baby "formula" nor did they hang
their children out to dry on the "day care" hook. That is now all past as well
as the commxmity that did not feel it was necessary to even lock their doors.
The fallen SATs are only a reflection of the inaeasing number of
non-Aryans, particularly Blacks, who are taking the tests. Asians of the
Chinese, Korean and Japanese variety do not have as much of an effect
since their negative contribution to the Verbal SAT is somewhat offset by a
positive contribution to the Math SAT. In general, Asians work much
harder in school, as do most Jews, than Whites, which accounts for their
relatively superior achievement rating. Aryans are losing (have Ibst?) their
coimtry by default. Forced integration is immoral and an exercise in appeasement, bribery and tyranny. The difficult courses in school have been
replaced by social games that do little other than provide a playground for
the lazy. Students with little demonstrated aptitude for Trigonometry are
now enrolled in Calculus. If one peruses the issues of N E A Today (National Education Association; a minority run get-whitey outfit), he will
quickly grasp the trend of "American education". The Audio-Visual fad
has passed, complete with its carpetedfloors,silent chalk and moveable desks.
Can't warp the psyches of the chiUuns, don'cha know? We've just seen the end
of the computer "solution" which was supposed to turn every turnip into a
Werner von Braun. Computer programming courses have become "applications" courses or outright typing courses. Originally, computer courses were
supposed to teach a student logic and "how to think", whatever that conundrum was supposed to mean. Educational procedures today resemble efforts
to teach penguins how tofly.After all, a wing is a terrible thing to waste.
Figure 1 shows the drop in SATs that parallels the inaease in the numbers
of Blacks taking them. The slight inaease from 1979 on indicates the buffering
effect that the increasing presence of Asians, Mexicans and other non-White
non-Blacks is having. The complexion of the school population changed from
White to increasing Black and now it is again shifting towards eye slants and pock
marks. One cannot mamtain a high National SAT average and still have schools
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that are noOiing other than multi-racial jetsam on its way to becoming
flotsam. Honest people will know what has to be done to restore the 1960
level of 500.
Dishonest people (thosetiiatare now in control) will have no recourse but
to dilute the tests or find a different approach to converting the raw score into
the SAT score. I would assume that those skiUM enough to "prove" the lack
of inflation, in spite ofrisingprices, will be able to apply their expertiise to this
dilemma also. Mud people mud up the works. They couldn't make a go of it in
their native lands and will only convert our land into the mud habitat that is
most suitable for them Unfortunately for us, it won't be our kind of habitat.
"Black History" is another growth industry which has strong mdications of offering competition to that other tale-telling growth industry.
"Black History" is nothmg other than mulatto or quadroon history and m
many, many cases, octaroon history. If one wishes to learn something about
topper and something about zinc, he must study these metals in non-mongrel form (the mongrel form being brass). The centuries have shovra the
world the White accomplishments in Europe, the YeUow accomplishments
in Asia and the Black accomplishments in Africa. Didn't anyone pay attention? A Negro with the mental stature of a Gauss or Newton would be a
biological rarity and probably an impossibility. In a typical Northern European gene pool, we could expect to have 1 out of 740 people with an IQ of
145 or better. The odds exceed 1 in 200,000 in a Negro group for this level.
At the other extreme, 6 percent of a white group would be clinically classified as feeble-minded or moron. For a Negro group, the percent rises to 33,
These uncomplimentaryfiguresare the result of the immoral practice of
testing Blacks by White standards. Single standard forced mixing has labeled masses of Blacks as "learning disabled" or "mentally retarded"
where, in a segregated environment of their own, they would simply be
ordinary folk. Our Zionist Occupation Government is an anti-Nature structure that is damaging and destroying everyone, both Black and White.
I am here interrupted by soundsflowingfrom a T V set in the adjoining
room. The topic was pertinent to this discussion and I paused to listen. It
concerned a family with four children. The more mteUigent of the children
had an IQ of 238, while the simpleton of the brood only had an IQ of 174,
or thereabouts. Fascinating! Two days prior to this human interest story, I
viewed a program concerning a batch of 6 and 7 year old Blacks, reading
Shakespeare and Byron and all gushing from the doubling of their IQs that
took place within a few weeks. The first question that popped mto my
meager brain was "Where's the Jew?" The answer was not long in coming.
All of these "miraculous" IQ "improvement" stories have the same scegario. All involve very young children and very early "education". In the
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first case, the four "geniuses" were given prenatal instruction by means of a
small megaphone attached to the mother's abdomen. Papa recited daily
into the tube. By the time the child was bom, he was ready for college. One
of tlie children completed first year grammar school in 3 days, stayed in the
second grade 1 week, the thu-d grade 4 days, and so on, according to the
story. When interviewed, this child was as articulate as an Aardvark and
had difficulty describing why his "genius" was not hereditary. So much for
crap, but I would like to comment upon this send-em-ta-school-afore-theykin-walk nonsense. Many studies have shown that indeed test performance
can be temporarily enhanced, for as long as a week, by engaging in what I
choose to call "pxmiping". This is a body-builder term that describes the
standard procedure used before entering a contest. One exercises vigorously, moments prior to competition, and engorges his muscles so that an
un-natural and temporary enlargement of the muscles occurs. Yoimg children can be mentally "pumped" so that they appear to be increasing their
capacity, but 10 years down the line, they are no better off than are their
"unpumped" classmates. In fact, one month or two after "pumping" ceases,
everything drops back to where it was. In addition, IQ measurements of
those under 15 are calculated differently. Adult measurement is based
upon the fixed standard of I Q 100. In the case of the young, I Q is the
product of 100 and the quotient of mental age and chronological age. A
child of age 4 doing dingbats and doodads that one expects a 6 year old to
do, would have an IQ of 150 (100 x 6/4). In a similar fashion, a 6 month old
Baboon could end up by havmg an I Q of 300 or so. Always take I Q measurements of children with 6 grains of salt. Down the line. Nature reveals all.
The strength of the Majority lies in its biological foundation, which I
see as yet unaltered. The Majority, and in particular, the young, are grossly
out of step with their innate nature and living an alien psychological environment. M y classroom experience and perusal of the S A T scores convinces me that we still have a sound base. The enemies of this Republic
apparently know this and proceed cautiously m order to avoid anything precipitous, anything that would interrupt the grazing activities of the serfs.
•

THOSE WHO WILL NOT READ
HAVE NO ADVANTAGE OVER THOSE
WHO CANNOT READ
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KEEP THE L/fiERTYBELL RINGING!
Please remember: Our Fight is Your figliti Donate wtiatever you
i can spare on a regular-monthly or quarterly-basis. Whether it is
' $2., $5., $20., or $100. or more, rest assured it is needed here and
will be used in'our common struggle. If you are a businessman,
postage stamps in any denomination are a legitimate business exp e n s e - a n d we need and use many of these here every m o n t h and will be gratefully accepted as donations .
Your donations will help us spread the Message of Liberty and
White Survival throughout the land, by making available additional
copies of our printed material to fellow Whites who do not yet know
i ' what is in store for them.

'

Order our pamphlets, booklets, and, most importantly, our
reprints of revealing articles which are ideally suited for mass dis
II, tribution at reasonable cost. Order extra copies of Liberty Bell for
jj distribution to your circle of friends, neighbors, and relatives, urging
them.to subscribe to our unique publication. Our bulk prices are
/ showri on the inside front cover of every issue of Liberty Bell.
k

I
'

Pass along your copy of Liberty Bell, and copies of reprints you
obtained from us, to friends and acquaintances who may be on our
"wave length," and urge them to contact us for more of the same.

Garry on the fight to free our White people from the shackles of
(' alien domination, even if you can only join our ranks in spirit. Y o u
can provide for this by bequest. The following are suggested forms
f of bequests which you may include in your l_ast Will and Testaijient:
1.1 bequeath to Mr. George P. Dietz, as Trustee for Liberty Bell
ij Publications, P.O. Box 21, Reedy WV 25270 USA, the sum of $ . . :
I
for general purposes.
2.1 bequeath to Mr. George P. Dietz, as Trustee for Libert:y Bell
Publications, P.O. Box 21, Reedy WV 25270 USA, the following,
described property
for general purposes.

D O Y O U R PART TODAY-HELP
RACE

FROM ALIEN

FREE OUR WHITE
DOMINATION!

